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1. INTRODUCTION
Laser plasma spectroscopy (LPS) (also known as laser induced
breakdown spectroscopy - LIBS [1], laser microprobe [2-4] or laser
microanalysis [5-6]) is now a very active field in analytical science.
Considerable interest in this and in other related methods is probably related
to recent massive introduction of lasers in analytical laboratories. Although
laser plasma spectroscopy, as an analytical tool, dates back to 1952, where
the method was first suggested, most of the analytical progress has been
performed during the last decade. In these years, the method has been much
improved and several new applications have been introduced. This review is
concerned with the recent developments and applications studied during the
last three years only.
LPS is a promising method in analytical chemistry, since it enables
direct analysis of solids, without any chemical preparation. Actually, this
methods combines in one step the sampling and the analysis of the target
material. Analysis can be carried out without physical contact with the
examined sample, since only optical access is necessary. The experimental
setup is rigid and in-situ applications can be designed. Absolute sensitivity
of LPS is high (in the ng range). Thus, once the current problems are solved,
numerous applications become possible.
The LPS method is based on detailed spectral analysis of a laser
plume produced in, or onto, the analyzed sample. A laser pulse is focused
onto the sample. The local temperature reaches values in the range of 10,000
- 60,000 degrees, for a short (a few microseconds) duration. At such high
temperatures, the solid sample is partially melted and vaporized. It is then
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atomized and ionized. Actually, a plasma is formed, initiated by electronneutral and electron-ion inverse bremsstrahlung processes. The plasma lives
for a short time (ca. 100 microseconds, depending on the matrix). At a
certain time after the laser pulse, the plasma cools down, and electrons
recombine with ions, resulting in optical emission. Thus, a time-gated
spectral setup is used for analysis of the emitted light. Simultaneous
elemental determination can be performed using the spectral emission
intensities of the persistent atoms.
A comparison between the LPS and the ICP (inductively coupled
plasma) methods is interesting, since both are based on spectral analysis of
elements emitting in plasma environment. [7] Clearly, the ICP is one of the
best analytical tools currently available for elemental analysis of liquids. It
provides detection limits in the sub-ppb range and simultaneous analysis of
several elements. However, its performance with solid (suspension) analysis
is very limited. On the other hand, the LPS is best for direct solid analysis
and provides rather poor results for liquids. The absolute sensitivity of LPS,
which is in the ng range, is better than that of ICP, however, due to the small
quantities sampled by the laser plasma, its detection limits are only in the
ppm range. [8] These figures can be somewhat improved by several
experimental means and by proper chemometric algorithms, as described in
this review. While the equipment cost of the two instruments is similar, the
operational costs of the ICP is much higher (it requires argon flow).
Currently, only the LPS has been developed as a portable in-situ instrument.
Thus, it seems that the LPS method will continue to be developed for
applications requiring fast and direct solid analysis, especially
absolute sensitivity is more important than the detection limits.
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As described in the above, the LPS method has some unique
capabilities and is a promising analytical tool, provided that some intrinsic
obstacles are solved. Generally speaking, the main current problems are
related to matrix effects and to signal fluctuations. The matrix effects are
caused due to the differences in the plasma characteristics induced onto
different matrixes. The annoying signal fluctuations are caused by the very
nature of the ablation process and plasma formation. Both are related to
nonlinear effects, such as the initial multiphoton ionization needed for the
plasma formation. Some of these problems are discussed in recent
publications and reviewed in the following. Many of the recent studies are
actually suggesting solutions to these problems. The most promising
approach is the one based on obtaining more information on the laser
induced plasma. Recent experimental setups enable space and time resolved
data, which provide insight to the laser sampling and understanding of the
complex process of plasma formation and its analytical consequences.

2. SPACE AND TIME RESOLUTION
As

mentioned

previously,

the

LPS

analysis

involves

a

multidimensional description of data. It is expected that multidimensional
information from the plasma may solve some of the current problems related
to matrix effects and signal fluctuations. Among the possible dimensions,
the space and the time are probably the most important ones.
After the initial laser pulse, the plasma evolves in time and its
temperature, as well as its other characteristics, vary with time. However,
the temporal evolution is in direct association with spatial evolution of the
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event. Thus, these two variables are closely related and should be
considered together. In the following, all currently possible combination of
data acquisition are reviewed, in the context of the development of the LPS
method.

Temporal

and Wavelength

Resolution

The temporal resolution is crucial for LPS analysis, since the timeintegrated signals suffer from a continuum background emission due to the
high plasma temperature. Although some signal integrated applications have
been developed, most applications require a good temporal resolution. After
a proper time delay, the plasma cools down, and useful elemental signals
can be observed. Since the lifetime of the plasma is short, a control of the
integration time is also useful, otherwise, mainly noise is added to the signal
after the end of the plasma's file. It should be noted, however, that the
plasma lifetime depends on the material in hand, as is shown in Figure 1.
Clearly, the plasma induced above a metal surface lives longer than the one
above a soil sample, and this information must be taken into consideration.
The temporal gating of the spectral measurement is usually achieved
using an intensifier placed in front of the detector. The intensifier usually
consists of a multichannel plate, coupled to a photocathode and a
phosphorous plate. The incoming photons hit the photo-cathode and produce
photoelectrons. These are accelerated and multiplied in the numerous
channels of the multichannel plate unit. At the end, the electrons hit the
phosphorous plate and emit photons, which are then detected by a light
sensitive device (a CCD - charge-coupled device or a PDA - photodiode
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array). This unit intensifies the signals only when a high voltage is applied
to it. Thus, temporal gating can be obtained using a pulsed high voltage
power supply, controlling the intensifier. In most cases, the required delay is
in the order of 10 ns to 1 μβ, while the optimal integration time is of several

Actually, concerning the signal to noise ratio, there is a unique set of
optimum delay and integration times. An example of such data is shown in
Figure 2. These surfaces represent the signal and the signal to noise ratio as
a function of the two relevant time - coordinates, for analysis of Cd (508.6
nm) in soil. [9-11] It has been recently found that this optimum experimental
conditions slightly depend on the element (or spectral line) of interest, as
well as on the matrix. Fortunately, it was found [9] that within the same
matrix, optimum conditions can be found for analysis of a variety of
elements. Thus, simultaneous analysis by the LPS method is possible.
The above described experimental method for obtaining temporal
resolution requires, due to its very nature, measurements over a series of
laser pulses. Full spectrum is obtained at each pulse, however, it belongs to
a single time delay. The delay (and/or integration) time can only be changed
for the next pulse. Thus, the main drawback of this method is that results are
influenced by shot to shot fluctuations. An alternative setup, based on a fast
photomultiplier placed at the exit of a monochromator and connected to a
storage oscilloscope. Recently, Majidi et al. reported an investigation of
time resolved characteristics and temperature profiles of laser .induced
plasmas, using this setup. [12] Effects of several buffer gases at several
pressures upon the temporal profiles were studied. For example, Figure 3
shows the measured Cu ion emission from the plasma formed on a copper
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surface, in He and Ar environments. This signal enhancement effect in the
presence of He and the quenching due to Ar were also observed for
aluminum ionic lines.
The same method was applied for temporal description of the
excitation temperature of aluminum (308-394.4 nm) and copper (521.8324.8 nm). An example is shown in Figure 4. The results were interpreted in
physical terms. The temporal profile of individual species temperature in the
plasma are important quantities, and might be correlated to observed shot to
shot

fluctuations.

Unfortunately,

no

investigation

of

the

analytical

application of these findings has been reported yet. However, the figures of
merit of the time-resolved LPS, regarding accuracy, linearity, dynamic range
and detection limits were recently studied. [13]
The effect of the time delay upon the single shot spectra was recently
shown regarding a study of time resolved spectral analysis of photovoltaic
solar cells [14]. As the delay raised, continuum emission due to inverse
bremsstrahlung effect is minimized, since this effect is confined to the first
nanoseconds of plasma lifetime. The result is an increase of the signal to
noise ration. Furthermore, the kinetic temperature of ions decreases due to
plasma cooling, resulting in a plasma largely populated with neutral species.
Both Doppler and Stark effects fall and the spectral peaks turn narrower as
time elapses. The Ti(II) line at 334.9 nm was used to measure the FWHM as
a function of the delay time. The values ranged from 0.28 nm when no delay
was used to 0.14 nm at 2500 ns of delay.
Since the overall plasma emission decreases as the plasma cools
down, increasing the delay results in poor signal to noise ratio. So, a
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compromise between spectral resolution and signal to noise ratio is expected
to be reached. Actually, the optimized timing due to this (and other) effects
was reported for soil analysis [9].

Temporal and Spatial (2D) resolution
A recent work reported detailed results on the temporal profiles of 2D
images of the plasma [14], In this work the two-dimensional capabilities of
CCD detectors were applied to the study of evolution and distribution of
atomic and ionic species in the laser induced plume. While the images were
obtained by direct application of a CCD camera, the temporal resolution was
obtained through the gating capability of the intensifier placed in front of the
detector. Single shot laser plasmas were acquired in this morphological
study. Two well defined zones were distinguished in the images: an irregular
cloud associated by a short "tail" above the target, and a spherical core. A
small "tail" observed immediately above the target was attributed to the
electronic cloud that preceded the formation of the plasma. It was concluded
that the laser ablated plasma is formed near the target, not on the surface
itself, and it expands in the axial direction. In agreement with this
assumption, the length of the dispersed plasma images coincided with the
dimensions of the plasma core. When plasma was dispersed, the obtained
image contained just information about hotter regions of plasma, namely,
about the spherical core.
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Spatial (one dimension) and Multi-Wavelength

Resolution

While the temporal resolution has been widely investigated, less
information is available on the spatial resolution of laser induced plasmas.
This effect has been first studied by means of the point-scanning method
[15] and by a multichannel detector, focusing the plasma image on the
entrance slit of a spectrometer. [16] A very useful experimental setup, based
on an optical imaging spectrometer, was originally designed by Olesik and
Hieftje more than ten years ago. [17] A similar setup was also applied in
more recent studies. [18] In these setups, the light from the source is
collimated just before the entrance slit of an imaging spectrometer. The
image of the plasma is formed on the grating and the light is re-collimated
by the focusing mirror of the spectrometer before passing through the exit
slit. Another lens, placed just after the exit slit, reforms the image of the
plasma on a cooled CCD detector.
The main drawback of this method is that it suffers from a trade-off
between spectral and spatial resolutions. In order to obtain high spectral
resolution, a narrow slit width should be used. However, the entrance slit
limits the practically usable area of the collimating lens, so the image thus
obtained would be distorted.
The wavelength resolution of such an optical imaging spectrometer is
shown in Figure 5. It depends of the slit width. A 0.5 mm slit provides a
wavelength resolution of ca. 1 nm, while a 2 mm slit results in a wider (ca. 3
nm) resolution. [18] In addition to the intrinsic trade-off between spectral
and spatial resolution, only one dimensional spatial information can be
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Al peaks at 394.4 nm and 396.15 nm, obtained with a slit width of 0.5 mm
(solid) and 2 mm (hollow).

(From ref. 18.)

obtained with this method. Only information along a coordinate parallel to
the slit can be resolved.
A similar setup was recently reported regarding a study of space
resolved spectral analysis of photovoltaic solar cells [14]. This study was
focused on the evolution of different atomic species along the plasma limits.
Representative results are shown in Figure 6. Each individual spectrum was
collected along a row of pixels of the CCD camera. Different atomic peaks
appear sequentially when spectra from the surface to the top of the plasma
are compared. In the upper position of the plasma, new peaks can be seen as
a result of the heating of the plasma due to electron collisions.
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The differences in temperature along the plasma plum are expressed
also in band broadening. The FWHM of Ag(I) 338.3 nm line was measured
at different pixels. [14] Changes from 0.26 nm to 0.22 nm were found in the
core region, however, when no time delay was applied, several recombinant
processes occurred and avoided a clear measurement.

Spatial (2D) and Single-Wavelength

Resolution

Two-dimensional information on laser plasmas can be obtained by
fast photography. Modern imaging CCD cameras can be applied to obtain
integrated images, and temporal resolution can be added by utilizing an
intensifier placed in front of the CCD detector. [19] These methods,
however, have no spectral resolution. An optical filter in front of the camera
may introduce some wavelength information, but no full spectra can be
reached in this way. One such experimental setup has been recently reported
by Cremers et al. [20] In this modern version, an acousto-optic tunable filter
(AOTF) was placed in front of a gated and intensified CCD camera.
Although the application of AOTF for wavelength selective imaging has
been described previously, [21] this application to LPS research is novel. It
was used for imaging of plasmas formed by several lenses on metallic
surface. For example, the AOTF was tuned to specific wavelengths
(aluminum lines and background), at three different delay times after the
start of plasma formation. The task of this study was the investigation of
sampling geometry effects, and in this experiment the lens-to-sampledistance was varied. It was found that for a delay time of 0.11 μβ, no major
differences in the shapes or intensities of the plasma images were recorded
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with the AOTF unit turned to A1(I) at 394.40 nm, Al(II) at 466.68 nm, or
off-line (392.50 nm). This result indicates that the emission observed at
early times are due mainly to the spectrally broad continuum light from the
plasma. However, for a longer delay time of 0.69 μβ, tuning the AOTF on
and off spectral lines indicated that the background continuum light had
decayed sufficiently to ensure that the on-line emission observed were due
mainly to the selected atoms. For most lens-to-sample-distances, the A1(I)
emissions were more laterally dispersed across the sample than the Al(II)
emissions, whereas the Al(II) emissions were observed at a greater vertical
height above the sample than the A1(I) emissions. This study demonstrated
to capability of filter coupled intensified CCD detector regarding spatial
resolution of LPS signals.
Although the AOTF can be tuned as required in a certain spectral
range, its optical throughput is still low and its reproducibility is much lower
than a CCD or PDA coupled spectrometer. Its current price does not allow
for low-cost applications. However, its performance is expected to improve
and its price to reduce, such that this setup should be considered in
applications when the spectral resolution is not crucial.

Spatial (2D) and Multi-Wavelength

Resolution

A novel technique that provides 2D-spatial resolution of laser plasmas
together with full spectrum at each pixel of the image, has been recently
introduced. [22] It is based on spectroscopic imaging in the visible range,
using a hybridization of imaging CCD optics and a Fourier transform
spectrometer. This method provides detailed information on optical and
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geometrical effects related to LPS analysis. It also enables optimization of
the experimental parameters, with regard to the signal to noise ratio and to
the overall analytical performance.
The experimental setup for 2D-Fourier transform visible imaging
spectroscopy is schematically described in Figure 7. Besides the standard
laser excitation source, the detection unit consists of imaging optics (zoom
lenses) coupled to a step-scan Fourier transform spectrometer. It is based on
a mechanically driven interferometer, coordinated to a 12 bit cooled CCD
camera. An image of the plasma in collected for each step of the
interferometer. The thus collected interferograms are transferred to a
computer. The imaging spectra are calculated from these interferograms by a
common FFT algorithm. The spectral information is obtained at each of the
150x150 pixels, with 12 bit accuracy. Spectra in the range of 400-800 nm
are obtained at ca. 100 wavelengths. As a result, true multidimensional data
is obtained, (i.e., the intensities at 150x150 pixels x 100 wavelengths).
Presentation of such data is difficult; several options have been considered.
[22]
The 2D Fourier transform imaging technique was applied for the
study of several optical and geometrical effects in LPS, as well as for
chemical imaging of the plasma. [22] The effect of the lens used for
focusing the laser beam onto the sample was investigated in this way. It was
found that each lens produces a different energy density distribution in
space, resulting in different plasma characteristics. Analysis of these energy
distributions provides insight to the well known fact that moderate, or "soft"
focusing conditions are the best for LPS analysis. Hard focusing leads to a
very small and hot plasma, unsuitable for chemical analysis. On the other
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7. Schematic experimental setup for chemical imaging with Fourier transform spectrometry.
Full spectrum at each pixel is available. (From ref. 22.)
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hand, a lens with a too long focal-length produces a plasma tail along the
laser beam that actually screens the sampled surface.
The effect of the lens to sample distance was also investigated by the
2D Fourier transform imaging technique. [22] It was shown that the best
conditions are obtained when the plasma is induced in air, just in front of the
sample. When the sample is placed too close to the lens, the plasma is flat
and cold, since it is induced solely by the surface material. However, when
the sample is placed directly in the focus, a hot ring (due to material
sputtering) is observed, resulting in a poorer analytical performance.
The method of 2D Fourier transform imaging enables construction of
unique similarity maps of the laser induced plasmas. [22] These maps,
drawn for the first time by Bulatov et al., identify similarities between each
pixel of the image and a reference spectrum at a defined pixel. The intensity,
Ixy at each point

of the similarity map is calculated by the following

equation:

^=[J"2 Ι^αο-ΑαψλΓ1
were 5^(λ) is the spectrum at {jc.y} and R(k) is the reference spectrum. Such
maps are important, since the relevant coordinate, as long as the plasma is
concerned, is the distance from its center. Nevertheless, all current imaging
techniques provide only integrated information: Intensity originating from
the entire volume of the plasma at each {*,}>} point can only be measured. A
deconvolution process, transforming the 2D images to 3D information can
be carried out by applying the Abel algorithm. However, this algorithm can
only be used under the assumption of a certain level of spherical symmetry.
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assumption

was

examined

at

several

experimental

conditions, and it was found that the plasma usually has the required
symmetry and the Abel transformation can be applied for obtaining 3D
information.
An additional benefit of the above setup it its ability to provide
plasma images as observed at any virtual filter. Since full spectrum is
obtained at each pixel, one can draw the image at any desired wavelength.
An example of the application of such virtual filters to the plasma obtained
from brass sample is shown in Figure 8. The results are compared to the
traditional integrated plasma image, shown on top. It is clearly observed that
each wavelength has a different spatial shape, probably due to the
differences in transition energy and temperature distribution. These findings
provide more detailed chemical information from the plasma as compared to
other studies on spatial distribution of species in the laser plasma [24],
As previously mentioned, the 2D spatial resolution may be utilized for
finding the location of several components in the plasma. In view of the
benefit of such information in ICP analysis, this information may be of
importance in LPS as well. Presentation of some components in laser
induced plasma was perform using a certain classification algorithm. The
later resulted in plasma classification maps. These maps classify an image
according to several known reference spectra of some pure components. One
of the algorithms used was the least-squares linear combination (LSLC)
which assumes that the spectrum at each pixel, Sxy(K) is described as a linear
combination of the known reference spectra of the pure components i,
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8. A three-dimensional representation of the wavelength integrated plasma image (top) and
the corresponding images at several emission lir.es. (From ref. 22.)
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where the fitting parameters, a „ are the basis of the classification. Such a
classification provided for the first time a clear mapping of Cu and Zn in
laser plasmas, as a function of the optical setup parameters. Representative
results are shown in Figure 9. As expected, Zn, the metal of lower melting
point, persists in the outer shell, while the inner part of the plasma is
enriched with Cu atoms.
Optimization of LPS analysis can also benefit from this 2D Fourier
transform imaging method. The thus obtained images have been analyzed
concerning the signal to noise ratio. Contour maps of the signal to noise
ratio in two spatial coordinates were obtained for the first time. [22] T h e
clear maximum in these surfaces has indicated that an optimal location in
the plasma can be identified. It is concluded that the 2 D Fourier transform
imaging is the right tool for allocation of the optimum spectral acquisition
site in the plasma.

Spatial (ID), Multi-Wavelength

and Temporal

Resolution

The above mentioned setup for obtaining spatial (single dimension)
and multi-wavelength resolution suffers from a tradeoff between the spectral
and the spatial resolutions. A new setup was recently constructed in order to
solve

this

problem.

[25]

It consists

of

a

bundle

of

optical

fibers

simultaneously pointing to several locations in the plasma. In the current
setup, the fibers are located such that they provide information in one
dimension only (along the laser plume). However, a different arrangement
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9. Classification of Cu and Zn in the plasma obtained at various focusing conditions. Note
that Cu in always located in an inner shell while Zn is in an outer shell. (From ref. 22.)
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of the fibers may provide 2D spatial resolution as well. The fibers are
rearranged at the other end along the entrance slit of an imaging
spectrometer. Thus, the spectrum originating from the upper fiber is
delivered at the upper portion of the exit slit, while the one originating from
the lower fiber is imaged on the lower part. An intensified CCD camera is
placed at the exit slit. It is logically divided into many strips, each
corresponding to a single optical fiber. Thus, one dimension of the CCD
detector is used for the spatial resolution while the other is used

for the

spectral resolution.

3. LATERAL AND DEPTH RESOLUTION
The laser plasma spectroscopy method provides a means of obtaining
rapid chemical composition of lateral profiles of solid surfaces, for either
qualitative or quantitative determinations. This feature can be achieved by a
controlled lateral shifting of the sample or of the laser focusing optics. In
addition, depth profile (i.e. elemental concentration versus probing depth)
can also be obtained by monitoring the emission spectral characteristics as a
function of the laser pulses applied to the same surface location. Actually,
both lateral and depth resolutions were investigated in an early stage of PLS
development [26].
Regarding the lateral resolution, there is a trade off between the
spatial resolution and the analytical performance (detection limits and
reproducibility). The reason is that the beam profile required for best lateral
resolution is far for the optimum profile required for best analytical
performance.
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The depth profile analysis is even more complicated, since it involves
several

unstudied

effects. These

include

the compensation

for the

defocusing of the laser, compensation for the changes in the optical
collection geometry, and for the irregular sampling characteristics. As far as
qualitative information is concerned, the best results were obtained by a
gradual reduction of the diameter of the laser beam, such that different
depths of the sample are sampled, with minor contributions from the
previous layer. [26] Also in depth profiling there is a tradeoff between the
depth resolution and analytical performance: Lowest possible laser flux is
preferred in order to obtain information about the thinnest layers, however,
at such laser energies only poor analytical results are expected. At low
fluxes the vaporization, atomization and ionization processes lead to weak
signals.
Recently, a new attempt to obtain lateral and depth resolution, for
analysis of carbon impurities at the surface of solar cells, has been
performed. [27] For this purpose, an experimental setup was constructed
that provides exact synchronization of sample positioning using an YX
motorized system with laser pulses. Multielemental (titanium, carbon, silver
and silicon) analyses with lateral resolution of up to 30 μηι were reported. In
this application, a tightly focused laser beam was used for best lateral
resolution. The distance travel between successive sampling positions was
optimized to avoid overlapping between adjacent laser craters. Proper
performance was proven by analysis of the irradiated samples by scanning
electron micrography. The reproducibility of the spectral intensities were
below 5% relative standard deviation, when spectra were taken at a lateral
resolution of 30 μπι. The tradeoff between the depth resolution and the laser
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energy pulse was shown, by repeating a measurement with a decreased pulse
energy (starting at 1 mJ). The low laser flux used was not sufficient to
permit the appearance of some emission lines. The effects of laser
defocusing was also observed and reported in this study.
The combination of lateral and depth resolutions may provide 3D
images of elemental composition of a sample. An attempt to obtain such
information on the spatial distribution of carbon in a silicone photovoltaic
cell has been recently carried out. [27] Carbon impurities were recorded on
a rectangle surface of 3.5 χ 0.8 mm 2 . The analyses was performed with a
distance between shots of 0.05 mm and 0.2 mm in the Y and X axis,
respectively. The depth was sampled by five laser shots individually
recorded at each sample position (no information on the depth propagation
was provided).

4. ABSOLUTE ANALYSIS (WITHOUT REFERENCES)
It is well known that most real applications of laser plasma
spectroscopy provide relative results, rather than absolute concentrations. [5,
9] The reason is that LPS signals fluctuate, due to matrix effects and to laser
pulse to pulse variations (ca. 1-5%). Since the signals obtained in this
method are based on the initial step of laser ablation, and since this process
as a highly non-linear one, minor variations in the external or internal
conditions may result in large signal fluctuations. Moreover,

some

geometrical parameters may also vary during the measurement due to
surface crater formation. [28-32] Local matrix variations may result in
considerable changes in laser light reflections, influencing the amount of
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energy coupled into the plasma. When particulate material analysis is
concerned, the above effects are even more important. In the case of aerosol
analysis, these fluctuations are even higher, since plasma location is not
stabilized properly.
Therefor, traditional LPS analysis is usually carried out using an
internal reference. [9, 33] Such internal standards are also common in other
related plasma analysis, such as laser ablation inductively coupled plasma
atomic emission spectrometry (LA-ICP-AES). [33] The internal standard is
usually a component whose concentration is stable. For example, in the case
of soil analysis, a Ca or Al line is taken as reference, and all other spectral
lines are normalized according to it. Better procedures take into account a
combination of spectral lines as reference, such that the final spectrum is
less sensitive to random influences. It has also been shown that a proper
selection of the reference line is crucial for LPS analysis, and the general
recommendation is to select a rather weak reference line, in the spectral
vicinity of the emission line of interest. An intense reference line may be
deteriorated, and may suffer from other effects that are not relevant to the
line of interest. On the other hand, a too weak reference may introduce a
noisy contribution in the ratio calculation.
The general approach used for minimizing the signal variation effects
is basically an integration over many laser shots. However, a detailed
analysis of the noise in the LPS method proves that signal integration
improves results much less than N'/\ [9] It has been found that the
improvement due to signal integration is saturated after ca. 50 shots and it is
not very significant anyhow. [9]
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A recent study was focused on a new data acquisition and analysis
method which eventually compensates for a major part of the intrinsic
fluctuations of the LPS signals. [34] It is based on analysis of single shot
measurements rather than on integrated ones. The experimental setup
required for the proposed data acquisition is a standard one. It consists of an
intensified photodiode array detector (or CCD camera), capable

of

transferring single pulse data to the computer. Data from each single shot
are individually treated, prior to accumulation. It is assumed that the
variations can be described as a multiplicative effect for both the spectral
peaks and a baseline component. Under this assumption, a new algorithm
has been developed where spectral fluctuations are accounted for, with no
explicit dependence on any reference constant component.
The idea behind this absolute analysis method was based on the
observation that signals at almost any wavelength, collected as a sequence of
single laser pulses, posses a common pattern. Figure 10 presents the spectral
intensities at such a sequence of 50 laser shots, obtained from aerosol
particles. Α Fe peak is shown, together with the average baseline, collected
in a spectral region where no strong peaks are present. Subtraction of a
certain constant value from the baseline results in a pattern very similar to
the one formed by the intensities of Fe line. Obviously, a part of the baseline
undergoes

the

same

fluctuations as the

LPS

spectral

peaks.

This

characteristic was proven to be valid in many other LPS example, and it
seems to be rather general.
Another piece of useful information was provided by the histogram of
the intensities of a spectral line (Zn in this case). Such a histogram is shown
in Figure 11. A reasonable distribution around a certain intensity was
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observed, however, the probability of obtaining a close-to-zero peak is much
higher than intuitively expected. A simple noise model was developed on
the basis of these findings: [34]
It was assumed that the actual baseline, B„ measured at shot i, can be
described as a sum of a constant baseline, (b 0 ) and an

individual

contribution, (bi), that characterizes laser shot i:
Bi = b0 + bi
bi represents the individual concentration independent contribution to the
baseline, characterizing shot i. It has been also assumed that the shot-to-shot
variations are of multiplicative nature and are described as
bi = k,fi
where ft stands for both the signal and the baseline variations. The spectral
peak of an element of interest, Pt, corresponding to shot i, is actually a sum
of the true spectral intensity (which is proportional to the concentration of
that element) and the baseline observed at the same shot:
Pt = Bi + C k2fi
An expression of the peak intensity at shot i was derived from the
above equations:
Pi = Bi(\+kQ - kCb0
where k = k2lk/ and C is the concentration. Thus, a plot of the peak intensity,
Pi, against the average baseline intensity 5, is a strait line with a slope, a ,
equal to 1 + kC. Therefore, a plot of a - 1 against the concentration C should
provide a linear calibration curve passing through the origin. This new
calibration curve is, in principle, and under the above assumptions, free of
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shot-to-shot variations. This plot was suggested to replace the traditional
LPS calibration based on the signal versus concentration. It takes into
account the shot-to-shot variations, therefore it is expected to provide better
predictions.
An example of the above described data analysis is shown in Figure
12. The Zn peak is plotted versus the average baseline, for three different
concentrations. When the slopes are plotted against concentrations, a linear
calibration plot is obtained (Figure 13). This calibration curve should be
compared to the one obtained by the traditional method, based on a simple
integration of the signals over all 50 laser shots (Figure 14). In this
particular case of aerosol analysis, the 95% LOD is improved by a factor of

The above experimentally successful treatment can be justified by
known formulas in plasma physics. The absolute intensity of the plasma
continuum in a given small wavelength interval, for free-free and freebounded electron transitions, in the field of ions of element a, is
proportional to Ne/Nal, where Ne is the electron density and ζ is the ion
charge. [35] Thus, / may be regarded as a function of Ne, which is itself a
nonlinear function of the laser power. The variations of f{ are thus attributed
to variations in Ne. The reason that the same f a c t o r / holds for both spectral
lines and baseline is that the analyte line has the same dependence on Ne as
the continuum emission. The ratio of the intensity of any analyte line to the
intensity of the plasma continuum is a function of the oscillator strength, the
energy of the lower state and ionization energies. However, it is not a
function of Ne.
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The main advantage of this method is that it provides better
calibration plots in LPS analysis as well as absolute results. No internal
reference of known and constant concentration is needed with this method.
Nevertheless, the required data acquisition is based on single shots. It means
that relatively strong signals are required to compete with the instrumental
readout noise. In this mode, the detector needs no cooling (since no long
integration is performed), however a more powerful laser might be required
to provide the relatively intense spectra at each single shot.

5. MATRIX EFFECTS
One of the main problems in LPS analysis is its sensitivity to matrix
effects. Due to this problem, in most applications only relative results are
reported. Usually, an internal standard of constant and known concentration
is used in order to obtain absolute results. Therefore, understanding of the
matrix effects in LPS analysis is of considerable importance. It is hoped that
the study of matrix effects will result in a method for compensating for these
effects. In the following we review some of the recent studies related to
matrix effects in LPS analysis. These include water contents, grain size,
persistent aerosols, compound speciation and bulk composition.

Water contents
The matrix effect due to water contents was studied in relation to
analysis of heavy metals in soils [9]. The general observation was that the
humidity of the sample reduces the emission intensities from its plasma. The
observed signal reduction was attributed to the fact that some of the laser
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energy is wasted for water heating rather than for plasma formation. For
example, ca 25 mJ are needed for the evaporation of 10 μηι film of water
over an area of 1 mm 2 . Other effects were related to the aerosol production
mechanism, which is suppressed by the water contents. On the microscopic
level, water increases the energy requirement for the ablation of the
substrate. Moreover, the relatively high ionization energy of the water film
influences the initial electron density required for plasma formation.
Although water decreases LPS signals, the quantitative water contents
effect is not universal. It depends on the examined matrix. The reduction of
the signals as a function of water contents was compared between two
materials (Figure 15). For sand samples, the intensity has reduced to half at
already 0.8% water, while in soil samples 5% water was needed for the
same signal reduction. A possible explanation to this experimental finding is
that soil adsorbs water much better than sand. The water does not penetrate
into the sand grains and, at the same water contents, more water is present at
the sand surface compared to soil. Similar results were obtained in another
set of experiments using a XeCl excimer laser for plasma excitation.
Unless the water effect is theoretically modeled and compensated for,
only practical solutions are available: One practical solution is drying the
samples to a such a level that results from various samples can be compared.
This may somewhat complicate the procedure, however, it should be noted
that the drying process should not be too time and energy consuming, since
only a local and temporal drying is necessary: The laser samples only a thin
layer of a few μηι and the plasma's lifetime is in the order of a few μβ.
Therefore, the drying device is required to deliver sufficient heat to
overcome the capillary forces, which tend to re-wet the site, just for the
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short duration of the measurement. It means that only a pulsed drying is
needed.

Grain size

effect

The grain size effect is of considerable importance when particulate
material analysis is concerned. The reason is that LPS analysis is basically a
surface analytical method. In this method only a thin layer of a few μπι is
sampled by the laser. When externally contaminated samples are concerned,
the contamination is mainly present at the surface of the grains. Therefore,
the correlation between the obtained signals and the bulk concentration of
the sample must involve the grain size. In other words, samples with the
same bulk concentrations, but with different grain size distribution, should
produce different readings, provided that all experimental conditions are the
same.
Nevertheless, in many cases of soil analysis, the grains are relatively
small and uniform, thus no particle size effect is expected and observed.
However, sand grains are larger, thus a size effect is expected for externally
contamination processes where contamination is mainly confined to the
outer layer. This is the case when sand is externally contaminated by heavy
metals.
The grain size effect was studied in the case of sand contaminated
with Cr. [9, 36] Sand samples of a series of grain sizes were contaminated
such that the bulk Cr concentration was the same. The LPS intensities
obtained from these samples are shown in Figure 16. As expected, the
readings obtained by LPS were lower for small grains than the ones
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originating from larger grains. These observations were in agreement with
the above described conceptual model. The model predicted that the signals
are proportional to the grain size, since the surface concentration is
proportional to the grain size times the bulk concentration. Thus, the slopes
of the intensity versus bulk concentration plot should be linearly dependent
on grain size. This experimental finding is also shown in above Figure. The
reported linear dependence supported the model of the grain size effect. [9]

Persistent aerosol
Another important matrix effect is related to the aerosol produced by
the laser shots. Each laser shot hitting the examined surface results is
sputtering of material and production of aerosol. As the laser's repetition
rate is higher, the aerosol production rate is higher and the steady-state
aerosol concentration above the sample is higher. The matrix effect in this
case originates from the fact that each matrix has its own characteristic
tendency to produce aerosols when hit by a laser beam.
It was shown that a low concentration of aerosol increased the LPS
signals and contributed to better analytical performance. [9, 36] The reason
is that some of the sampled material was already ablated and was available
for the next pulse. It means that the process of aerosol production supplies
sample material into the hot plasma. Nevertheless, production of aerosols
beyond a certain limit decreased the signal. This happened because laser
light was absorbed by aerosol particles on its way to the surface. Thus, the
energy available at the focal location was reduced.
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It was also observed that the signal as a function of the laser repetition
rate (which generates the aerosol) increased at the beginning and then
decreased again. This effect was found to be matrix dependent, as shown in
Figure 17. The average line intensities (over - 5 0 spectral lines, collected
from 10 laser pulses) are presented as a function of the repetition rate for a
sand sample and for a soil sample. The laser output energy is shown for
reference. (The laser energy decreases significantly only above 13 Hz.) This
matrix effect was attributed to the nature of the samples. The soil, being
composed of smaller particles, produced more aerosol per laser spark that
the sand. Therefore, the optimal repetition rate for soil analysis was obtained
at about 1 Hz, while 8 Hz provided the best results in sand L P S analysis.
It should be noted that the influence of aerosol formation on emission
intensities was also studied by another group, and this time no effect was
observed. [37] There are two possible explanation to the lack of aerosol
effect in that study: In that case, the laser energy was much lower, 190 mJ
instead of 3 1 0 mJ in the previous study. A lower energy results in less
aerosol production. In addition, in the last study binder was added to the
examined samples to maintain the integrity of the pressed samples. On the
contrary, in the previous study, no binder was added, and no pressure was
applied to the samples when aerosol effect was investigated.

Compound

speciation

A very interesting issue is the effect of chemical speciation upon L P S
signals. Currently, the nature of these effects are not understood, although
they are of crucial importance for absolute L P S analysis. Some of the
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experimental facts have only recently been discovered in an investigation on
matrix effects in LPS analysis. [37] In that study, several different Ba and
Pb compounds were analyzed in sand and soil samples using the LPS
method. The examined compounds included carbonate, oxide, sulfate,
chloride and nitrate of both metals.
It was found that chemical speciation influenced emissions from both
Ba and Pb spiked at constant concentrations in a sand matrix. For both
metals, the intensities were recorded relatively to an internal standard. For
Ba spiked sand, the LPS relative intensities decreased in the following
order: carbonate, oxide, sulfate, chloride and nitrate. In Pb spiked sand
samples the decreasing order was: oxide, carbonate, chloride, sulfate and
nitrate.
It was also found that chemical speciation influenced the slopes of the
analytical calibration curves. In both sand and soil Pb spiked samples, the
slopes decreased in the same order: Oxide, carbonate, chloride and sulfate.
Within the same compound, the slope corresponding to soil samples was
smaller that the one corresponding to sand. This trend is illustrated in Figure

Detection limits, (defined by 3s/m, where s is the standard deviation
and m is the slope of the calibration curve), were also calculated for the
above set of compounds. For sand samples, detection limits decrease with
increasing calibration curve slope. No such behavior was observed for the
soil samples. Thus, although the detection limits are significantly different
for the Pb containing compounds, no trend was evident between the two
matrices.
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18. Calibration plots for BaC0 3 powder spiked in sand and soil. (From ref. 37.)

The

experimentally

observed

dependence

of

analyte

emission

intensities on speciation is not easily explained, but it was suggested that the
trends may be related to physical properties of the compound. Thus, several
physical properties were correlated to the emission intensities.

These

include enthalpy of formation, enthalpy of vaporization, Gibbs enthalpy of
formation, entropy, enthalpy of fusion, heat capacity, density and molar
volume. Unfortunately, molar volume was the only physical property which
had a significant correlation with the relative emission intensities of both
examined metals. Heat capacities and enthalpies of fusion significantly
correlated with Ba relative intensity, but not with Pb. In contradiction to the
intuitive expectation, it was found that the higher vaporization enthalpies
were associated with more intense analyte emissions.
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The temperatures and electron densities of the plasmas formed on
different samples were determined by using emissions from five neutral and
five singly ionized Ti lines to prepare a Saha-Boltzman plot. [37] The
obtained values were not very significant due to the relatively long
integration times used. The result was that within the usual accuracy of such
measurements, the excitation conditions are considered to be constant for all
compounds investigated. Neither the plasma temperature nor electron
density correlated with the differences in speciation related emission
intensities.
Another physical property that was examined was the compound
absorptivity. Since this property should be correlated to the ablated mass,
and the later is directly related to the analyte emission, a clear correlation
was expected
compound

between

absorptivity

and emission.

Nevertheless,

absorptivities were not different within the

the

measurement

precision and thus did not correlate with their respective LPS emission
intensities from the Ba and Pb compounds.
Given the variability in the correlations and the limited data studied, it
was concluded that no single physical property of a compound dominates its
emission behavior. It seems that multivariate analysis could provide the
required insight to this important issue, however, considerably

more

experimental data are required for such study. In general, the current
knowledge cannot explain the observed

matrix effects, and further

investigation is needed.
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composition

In order to determine the effects of the bulk matrix on analyte
emission intensities, both sand and soil matrices were used for calibration
experiments. [37] Measurements were performed for a series of matrices
were only the ratio between sand and soil was varied. There are several
important differences between these two compounds that should be
responsible for matrix effects: The absorptivity of pure soil is twice that of
pure sand at the laser emission used; The soil consists of smaller particles
than

the

sand;

The

soil

contains

several

elements

at

significant

concentrations having lower ionization potentials than Si and O, which are
the principal elements in the sand.
It was found that the calibration slopes obtained in the sand and soil
matrices were significantly different: For the Ba(II) emission at 455.4 nm,
the slope of the sand matrix calibration curve was three times greater than
the one for soil matrix. Similar results, however less significant, were
observed for Pb contamination in sand and soil matrices.
Another matrix effects was suspected to influence intensities is the
bulk absorptivity. This effect was studied by spiking two sand mixtures with
the same concentration of Ba. One sample contained cellulose and the other
one contained graphite, which absorbs four times as much laser light as the
first sample. [37] It was found that the LPS emission intensities from the
graphite/sand matrix were twice as intense as those from the cellulose/sand
matrix. It was concluded that the Ba emission in these matrices was directly
influenced by the coupling of laser energy into the matrix. Nevertheless, the
ratio Ba(II)/Si(i) was constant for each matrix, indicating that relative
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emission intensities remained unaffected by the absorptivity of the samples.
A generalization of these finding (although not proven by additional
experimental data) suggests that matrix absorptivity uniformly affects the
emission behavior of all elements in the sample, while the relative emission
intensities from different elements do not change.
The above results (obtained from cellulose/sand and graphite/sand
matrices) could not be reproduced with mixtures of sand and soil. [37] In
this case the Ba(II) 233.5 nm / C(I) 247.8 nm ratio was monitored and found
to decrease as the concentration of sand added to the matrix decreased. The
observed ratio as a function of the percentage of soil in the mixture is shown
in Figure 19. In this case, the results were attributed to the change in the
elemental composition of the matrix, which changes significantly from sand
to soil. Sand is richer in elements with relatively low ionization potential.
The assumption that the main matrix effect in this case was due to low
ionization energy elements was examined by investigating the plasma
temperature and its electron density, as a function of composition. Results
are shown in the last Figure. Clearly, the plasma temperature is constant,
however, the electron density increases as the percentage of soil in the
matrix is increased. Thus, the electron density correlates inversely with the
Ba(II)/C(I) ratio. The explanation that was given to this finding was that the
grater electron density of the plasma formed on soil reduced

the

concentration of Ba(II) through ion-electron recombination. [37]
Unfortunately, Ba(I) emission did not follow the same trend as Ba(II)
emission. A possible explanation could be that there were much less Ba(II)
species in the plasma, thus, they were more susceptible to small fluctuations
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in plasma conditions. Although this explanation is acceptable, it was not
supported by additional experimental evidence.
Also the differences in the slopes of the calibration curves for the
different Pb compounds found for the sand and soil matrices cannot be
explained in terms of the above assumptions. Clearly, the matrix effects are
still to be investigated, although some important progress has already been
carried out. [37]
Although The LPS method is best designed for direct solid analysis in
air, it was also evaluated for elemental analysis under water. [38] Repetitive
laser sparks were formed on metals under water by focused pulses from a Qswitched Nd:YAG laser at its fundamental wavelength. When single pulses
were applied, only weak elemental emission signals were observed. The
spectrum was dominated by spectrally broad emissions from the plume.
When repetitive spark pairs were applied the plasma was hotter, since the
second plasma was produced in the first one. The temporal separation
between pulses was between 30 to 180 ms. Under these conditions,
detection limits in the range of 300-1000 ppm were obtained for several
elements in steel. [38]
The observed emission spectra from the plasma include information
not only on the sample and the solid matrix, but also on the surrounding
atmosphere. Spectral lines corresponding to oxygen, nitrogen and carbon are
usually observed when measurement is carried out in air, at ambient
pressure. These lines can interfere with the sample spectrum. Thus, a study
was carried out to evaluate the removal of air interferences in poly(Me
methactylate) samples, by using both temporal and spatial resolutions. [39]
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6. EXTERNAL EFFECTS
Geometrical

effects:

PLS analysis is rather sensitive to geometrical effects. The focusing
conditions and sample geometry may influence the observed signal much
more than other obvious effects (e.g. the laser intensity). The geometrical
effects upon LPS analysis were investigated by several methods.
Lens effect: The 2D Fourier transform imaging technique was applied
for the study of several optical and geometrical effects in LPS. [22] The
effect of the lens used for focusing the laser beam onto the sample was
investigated and it was found that each lens produced a different energy
density distribution in space. In this way, the lens directly affects the plasma
characteristics. Typical results are shown in Figure 20. A quantitative study
based on these plasma pictures showed that moderate focusing results in
superior analytical performance. It was found that under "hard" focusing
conditions, the plasma was small and hot, and resulted in poor chemical
analysis. When a too long /-length lens was applied for plasma formation,
the high power density was mainly distributed along the laser beam. In this
case, the plasma was sometimes formed ahead of the surface (and out of the
observation volume). Even when the plasma was formed at the surface, it
possessed an elongated shape that partially screened the sampled surface.
LTSD effect: The effects of the lens-to-sample-distance (LTSD) was
also investigated by the same 2D Fourier transform imaging method. Using
the same lens, the sample was placed at a series of distances, and the
produced spectral image was collected at each position. Gray scale
presentation of the multidimensional data thus obtained are shown in Figure
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21. When the sample was placed too close to the lens, a flat plasma was
observed. Spectral calculation of the local temperature showed that the thus
formed plasma was too cold for LPS analysis. It was assumed that under
these conditions, the plasma was induced by the outer layer of the surface
material and poor sampling was achieved. When the sample was placed
exactly in the focus, the local temperature was too high and material was
sputtered away (resulting in a ring shaped plasma). Analytical performance
was not optimum under these conditions. Best results were obtained when
the plasma was induced in air, just in front of the sample.
A visual examination of the LTSD upon the produced plasma was
also carried out by an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF). [20] A spherical
and a cylindrical lenses were used, and their distance to the examined
surface was varied. Using the spherical lens, as the LTSD increased beyond
the back focal length of the lens, an air plasma was formed above the sample
surface. Thus, only a small portion of the laser pulse energy was transmitted
through the air to the surface (10% - 20%, depending on the lens used). In
these experiments a weak plasma was formed, if at all. For LTSD values
less than the back focal length, as the LTSD decreased, the maximum visual
height of the white light generated by the plasma above the surface
decreased, and the area sampled by the laser spark increased. The cylindrical
lens, however, formed a line spark on the sample. The length of the spark
was influenced by the laser beam characteristics. This lens resulted in a
lower power density, thus, the visual appearance of the line spark was the
same for LTSD values corresponding to equal positive and negative
displacements of the focal volume.
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20. Focusing lens effect in LPS. The shown plasma image is explained by the
characteristic focusing conditions. (From ref. 22.)
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21. Effect of the location of the sample along the laser beam, using a lens of/=400 mm. The
sample was located at the following distances from the focus: 260, 150, 40, 15 and 0 mm
(from top to bottom). (From ref. 22.)
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The image of the plasma was recorded at a series of LTSD values, at
different delay times (relative to the laser pulse). [20] For a delay time of ca.
0.1 μβ, no major differences were recorded between images corresponding
to Al spectral lines, at several LTSD. Thus, it was concluded that the
emission observed at early times are due mainly to the spectrally broad
continuum light or white light observed visually from the plasma. For longer
delay times, however, tuning the AOTF on and off spectral lines indicated
that the background continuum light had decayed sufficiently to ensure that
the on-line emissions observed were due mainly to the selected atoms
analyzed. At a delay time of ca. 0.7 μβ, the A1(I) emissions were more
laterally dispersed across the sample than the Al(II) emissions, at all LTSD
except for the smallest value. Under the same conditions, the Al(II)
emissions were observed at a somewhat greater vertical height above the
sample than the A1(I) ones. Repetition of these experiments at a longer delay
(ca. 1.8 μβ) showed that the only observable difference between the A1(I)
and Al(II) emissions, other than maximum intensity, was that the former
emitted over a slightly larger lateral area.
The effects of the LTSD upon the plasma temperature

were also

investigated. [20] This study was carried out using dual fiber-optic bundles
pointing to the plasma. The intensities of several lines (Si(I), Al(II) and
Mg(I)) were measured simultaneously, resulting in a calculation of the
plasma temperature as a function of the LTSD for several focusing lenses.
Because the plasma light was collected by optical fibers of a wide collection
angle, the obtained temperatures represent an average over the plume
volume. The plasma temperature as a function of the LTSD, was calculated
for two lenses of the same focal length (spherical and cylindrical). Results
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are shown in Figure 22. Using spherical lenses, it was found that the plasma
temperature was near its minimum value when the LTSD was near the focal
length. It increased as the LTSD decreased, positioning the focal point
below the sample surface.
A much smaller variation in the plasma temperature was measured,
however, using the cylindrical lens. Experimental results indicated a
symmetrical W-shaped dependence of the temperature on the LTSD, with
temperature maxima occurring at the extreme and intermediate positions of
the lenses above the sample. This symmetry is attributed to the fact that an
air plasma could not be formed by this cylindrical lens. This is also the
explanation to the asymmetric dependence of the temperature on the LTSD,
observed for the spherical lenses. In this case, air plasma was formed above
the sample at LTSD values larger than the focal length, resulting in a
substantial dissipation of the laser energy.
Another geometrical factor of considerable analytical importance is
the effect of the LTSD upon the mass ablation in LPS processes. An
experimental design was constructed in order to study these effects. [20] It
was based on formation of plasma on aluminum foil and looking for the
ablated mass by the weight difference monitored by an electrobalance. For
the spherical lenses, as the LTSD decreased to position the focal point of the
lens further below the surface, the average mass ablated increased. For the
cylindrical lens, the mass ablated had the same symmetric W-shaped
dependence on LTSD as observed for the plasma temperature.
The above mentioned LTSD effects are expected to control the
analyte emission intensities. The normalized absolute intensities of several
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22. The plasma temperature as a function of the lens-to-sample-distance for spherical (solid)
and cylindrical (hollow) lenses. (From ref. 20.)
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spectral lines were measured as a function of the LTSD for both cylindrical
and spherical lenses. [20] Generally, when spherical lenses were concerned,
the emission intensities of all lines were at maximum at LTSD values for
which the focal point was 4-12 mm below the sample surface. These
positions corresponded to LTSD values at which the temperature was
maximum. For the cylindrical lenses, however, the emission intensities were
maximum when the LTSD was 1 . 5 - 3 mm greater than the back focal length
of the lens. Again, this characteristics follow that of the maximum
temperature. Is was also observed that the relative change in the analyte
emission intensity with a change in the LTSD was about 4 times greater for
the cylindrical lenses than for the spherical ones.
Comparison of all the above results reveals that the LTSD values that
correspond to the maximum analyte signals correlate with the ones at which
the mass ablation is minimum. This finding was attributed to the partitioning
between solid ablated particles and vaporized material. This partitioning
may have shifted towards solid particle ablation as the LTSD decreased,
thereby reducing the mass ablated in atomized form available for excitation.
Investigation of the effect of the angle of incidence

on emission

signals was carried out using the standard optical fibers and AOTF
equipment. [20] The plasma images were recorded for several incidence
angles, reached by rotating the sample. It was found that at early times
(delay < 0.3 μβ), background continuum light from the plasma is observed
along the vertical direction of the incident laser pulse for all rotation angles.
Thus, the most intense background continuum light from the plasma occurs
along the path of the laser beam. At longer times the continuum emission
decreases and the central axis of the atomic lines appears perpendicular to
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the surface for all sample orientations. This indicates that the vaporized
material is ejected normal to the surface.
The dependence of the emission intensities on the angle of incidence
was similar for several delay times measured in the range 1.8 - 19.8 μβ. [20]
A significant dependence on the angle of incidence was reported: Intensities
were highest at 0° and decreased until a minimum was achieved between
40° and 55°, depending on the instrumental setup used for measurement.
Then, a slight increase of the intensity was observed again.

Atmospheric

effects

It is well known that the ambient atmosphere, the kind of gas used and
its pressure influence the plasma emission intensities. Several authors have
investigated these effects, regarding improvement of analytical performance
of laser induced plasma spectroscopy. [6,16,40] More recently, these effects
were studied in relation with the imaging characteristics of the laser plasma.
[18]
The atmospheric effects are attributed to the physics of plasma
generation: In the very beginning of the plasma generation, a cascade growth
of the electron number occurs. [18] The important parameters at this stage
are the mass and the ionization energy of the atoms involved. These are
more in favor of argon and air than helium. When the electron number
density grows enough, the laser energy is absorbed via electron-neutral and
electron-ion inverse bremsstrahlung process. As a result, the plasma
developed in argon or in air is more absorptive than the one developed in
helium. The pressure of the ambient gas directly relates to the plasma
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density so that the absorption coefficient increases with an increase in
pressure. It should be noted that the absorption of laser energy by the plasma
results in an increase of the plasma temperature, however, the energy
reaching the analyzed sample is decreased. Thus, surface sampling is not
favored by such conditions and high intensity continuum emission along the
laser beam axis is expected in argon or in air at atmospheric pressures.
Indeed, experimental

results obtained

at different

atmospheres

supported the above insight. The plasmas expanded with reducing the
ambient atmosphere and the degree of expansion was more emphasized in
helium than in argon or air. [18]
The atmospheric effects related to the analytical performance of LPS
were also studied. [9] The LPS spectral intensities were studied as a
function of the persistent gas, at atmospheric pressure. Results were found
to be correlated to both the ionization potential and the mass of the gas used.
The results are shown in Figure 23. [25] It can be seen that as the ionization
potential is lower and as the mass is higher, the PLS signals increase. Argon
and xenon provided the best results, however, only argon can be considered
for practical applications in PLS analysis.
The temporal profile of the PLS signals were studied as a function of
the buffer gas and its pressure. [12] It was found that the spectrum of helium
contrasts sharply with that of argon or air with the atomic emission lines
orders of magnitude more intense and the background continuum level
considerably lower and flatter for helium than for air or argon. Increasing
the pressure of helium from one to two atmospheres, though found to
increase the intensity of the He (I) lines, also increased the background
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23. Atmospheric effects on LPS signals. Relative intensities are presented in the two most
relevant coordinates (ionization potential and mass). (I. Schechter, unpublished results.)

continuum so that the signal-to-noise ratio actually decreased. The temporal
behavior of the LPS spectral lines did not follow a typical exponential decay
pattern. The temporal profile of He(I) line at two pressures is shown in
Figure 24. The dotted line is the offset corrected background emission
intensity while the solid line represents the background corrected emissions.
As already explained in [18], an increase in the number density of helium
atoms gave rise to an increase in the number of atomic transitions occurring
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24. Temporal profile of He (Γ) 388.9 nm line in 2 atm (a) and in 1 atm (b) pressure. The
background-corrected profile (solid) and the offset corrected background profile (dotted).
(Fromref. 12.)
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2 μβ after the laser pulse. A second increase, enhanced by the additional
pressure of helium, in the population of the upper state of this transition,
occurred at about 7 μβ. This fact was attributed to the mechanism populating
the upper state, which may be collisionally enhanced.
The nature of the target was also found to affect the temporal
behavior of the He(I) transition line. The intensities of the studied
transitions were found to be considerably lower in the presence of a metal
surface and this reduction in intensity was greater in the presence of copper
than in the presence of aluminum. Copper was more efficient than aluminum
in decreasing the population of the upper energy levels.
Recently, a new study of the effects of atmospheric conditions on the
quantification of metal hydrides using LPS technique, was published. [41]
LPS spectra of Sn and As were recorded in helium and nitrogen atmosphere
at several pressures, and the temporal emission behavior of the neutral
atoms were studied. In contrast to other studies, the long term temporal
profiles (i.e. kinetic) were investigated. The Sn neutral emission in nitrogen
atmosphere decreased exponentially with time. In contrast, with a helium
atmosphere the Sn signal increased logarithmically with time over the first
100 s. It was found that chemical reactions in the laser plasma that might
deplete the metal from the gas volume were responsible for the decrease in
the signal with time. This study concluded that the selection of the time
period for the LPS calibration measurement was an important parameter
which affected the calibration of the metal hydride. It was suggested that
flowing metal hydride sample cell system would be better for calibration, in
order to avoid most of the problems associated with static systems.
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The influences of the ambient atmosphere upon the copper plasma
emission characteristics where recently studied using a time-integrated
spatially resolved experimental setup. [42] This work was focused on the
self-absorption, line broadening and emission intensities, investigated by
using the spectral characteristics of three atomic copper lines. Results were
obtained under various atmospheric gases (argon, neon and helium) and
pressures. Two interactions of the hot vapor plasma with the surroundings
were assumed: (1) The expansion of the high-pressure vapor drives a shock
wave into the atmosphere and (2) energy is transferred to the atmosphere by
a combination of thermal conduction, radiative transfer and heating by the
shock wave.
A significant line broadening was observed in argon atmosphere,
probably due to the greater electron density in argon plasma compared to
helium, because argon is more easily ionized than helium and because a
lower diffusion of ablated particles occurs in argon.
Self-absorption was observed only near the target surface, and could
be studied with the spatially resolved setup. [42] The self absorption under
helium atmosphere was observed even in 760 Torr and a little appeared in
neon. In the argon atmosphere, no self absorption appeared under 760 Torr.
Under these conditions the density of atomic species in the plasma was not
sufficient because of the lower efficiency in laser ablation. When the
pressure of argon was decreased below 200 Torr, the self absorption
occurred near the target surface. Thus, it was concluded that the ambient gas
acts not only as a damping material to prevent the free expansion of the
propelled atoms but also as a cooling material for the hot vapor plasma
during the collision. The differences in the cooling effect by ambient gas
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come primarily from the differences in thermal conductivity of the ambient
gas. It was also found that the given line-widths of the plasma emission lines
were considerably different and they vary from each energy level to another.
It was proposed that the thermal propertied and the ionization
potential of purge gas control the temporal change of the density and
temperature of the plasma. [43] A molecule with a lower ionization potential
would be ionized more easily and result in more efficient evolution of
breakdown plasma with higher density and temperature. Its temperature
would be kept high for a longer period in a gas of lower thermal
conductivity. The fast plasma component has the shortest lifetime in helium
gas, which has the highest ionization potential and the largest thermal
conductivity. It has the longest lifetime in argon, which has the lowest
ionization energy and the smallest thermal conductivity. [44]

Laser power density
The laser power density is an important factor related to the
breakdown threshold and to the obtained signal to noise ratio. Moreover, the
power density is directly related to the focusing geometry, as previously
discussed in details.
The breakdown thresholds differ mainly according to the state of
sample: 1014 W cm"2 for gas, 1010 W cm"2 for liquid and 108 W cm"2 for solid.
[18] There are many other parameters that actually control the breakdown
threshold, such as persistent aerosols and humidity. The threshold value of
the gas breakdown changes depending on the gas species and the pressure.
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The reduced gas atmosphere more efficiently prevents the breakdown.
Helium is more resistant to the laser induced breakdown than argon or air.
The direct effect of the laser intensity upon analytical performance
was investigated in relation to soil and sand analysis. [9] Results are shown
in Figure 25. The spectral intensities of many lines increased with the laser
pulse energy, however, the behavior of the signal to noise ratio was found to
be more complicated. Initially, the S/N ratio increased with the laser power
until a maximum was reached. Then, it slightly decreased again. The
particular figures depended on the system under consideration. In the
experimental setup used for soil analysis, it was reported that the signal to
noise ratio decreased significantly only at energies below 120 mJ.

Laser repetition

rate

The effect of the laser repetition rate was studied in relation to
particulate material analysis, such as sand and soil. [9, 36] In these
applications, the laser repetition rate affects the aerosol produced above the
analyzed sample. As the laser repetition rate is higher, the aerosol
production rate is higher and the concentration of the persistent aerosol
increases. It was found that the persistent aerosol increased the PLS signals
and actually improved the surface analysis. The reason is that some sample
material, which was sputtered by a previous pulses, was already available as
aerosol in the interaction volume of the next pulse. The aerosol production
process supplied sample material into the hot plasma of the next shot. This
makes a considerable contribution, since the sample ablation process is
usually the bottleneck of the PLS method. Moreover, in the presence of
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aerosol particles, the plasma is ignited at lower laser intensities, resulting in
better signal to noise ratio. The aerosol production rate was directly related
to the laser repetition rate, thus, as initial increase in this rate increased the
P L S signals.
Nevertheless, aerosol production beyond a certain rate was shown to
decrease the emission signals. [9] This happens because some o f the laser
light is absorbed by the aerosol particles along the laser beam. Thus the
plasma location is practically screened by heavy aerosol concentration and
less energy is available for surface ablation and plasma temperature build
up. At even higher repetition rates, plasma may be ignited in the aerosol
medium, far away from the surface. This plasma might be suitable for
analysis, however its location is unpredictable and is usually out o f the light
collection volume.
Experimental results exemplifying this point are shown in Figure 17.
After compensating for the variations in laser energy due to the change in
the repetition rate, a clear maximum of the L P S signals were observed. T h e
location o f the maximum indicated the best repetition rate for analysis.
However, it was shown that the optimum repetition rate depends on the
nature of the material analyzed. It was shown that a repetition rate of ~1 Hz
is the best for soil analysis, while a value o f 8 Hz is suitable for sand. This
was attributed to the efficiency o f aerosol generation in these materials. The
soil, being composed of smaller particles, produces the same

aerosol

concentration at a lower repetition rate than sand.
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Laser Wavelength effects
The effects of laser wavelength upon LPS are complicated and cannot
be easily studied. The reason is that changing the laser wavelength is always
associated with other changes of important experimental

parameters.

Usually, the wavelength is changed either by changing the laser or by
doubling it using harmonic generating crystals. In both cases, the beam
profile and other characteristics are also changed, so that the comparison of
the results is not simple.
In principle, several wavelength effects are expected: These are
related to the plasma absorption of light and to the surface ablation. A
resonance transition can improve energy coupling into the examined
material. It is known

that the plasma absorption

due

to

inverse

bremsstrahlung is approximately proportional to the square of the laser
wavelength. [45] The wavelength has also a direct influence upon the
surface ablation process. It was generally pointed out that ultraviolet
wavelengths are better than infrared for laser ablation. [46] It is generally
believed that as the wavelength is shortened, the process becomes more
nonthermal and the optical energy is increasingly coupled into the target
rather than heating up the plasma shield. [47] These findings are supported
by more recent results on laser wavelength effects upon the ablation of solid
targets and aerosols. [48-49]
The idea that tuning the laser into resonance with allowed optical
atomic transitions could assist efficient ionization and create plasmas at very
much lower laser intensities dates back to 1970. [50] Calculations suggested
that plasma can be sustained steadily by using only 15 W cm"2 of resonant
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radiation, however, no such tunable laser power was available at that time.
Actually, under certain conditions, low density plasma can be obtained
using resonant illumination at 104 W cm"2 only, in contrast to 109 - 1013 W
cm"2 needed for plasma production with non-resonant laser radiation. [5152] These resonant assisted methods for low temperature plasma production
are somewhat selective, but of little use for analytical purposes.
Recently, the interaction of different laser systems which irradiate
from near infrared to ultraviolet with copper surface was reported. [42]
Figure 26 shows the PLS spectra of copper under atmospheric pressure of
helium. Three different laser wavelengths were used. The fundamental
wavelength of Nd:YAG (1064 nm), its second harmonic

generation

(532 nm) and the emission of an XeCl excimer laser at 308 nm. Spectra
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26. Illustration of excitation wavelength effect. Cu plasma emission lines under 760 Torr
of helium, resulting from irradiation at (a) 1064 nm, (b) 308 nm and (c) 532 nm.
(From ref. 42.)
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were collected at a position of 2.2 mm from the surface, thus, the outer
sphere plasma was sampled in these measurements. The emission of Cu(I)
lines generated by 308 nm irradiation was narrow and strong, while the
emission signal of Cu(I) lines generated by the 1064 nm irradiation showed
severe self-absorption. The 532 nm irradiation

gave relatively

low

intensities and broad emission lines of Cu(I), compared with those of 308
nm irradiation. It was concluded that short wavelength irradiation induces a
strong shock wave and propagates very fast. This propagating shock wave is
enough to excite the atoms in the outer sphere region. However, a long
wavelength irradiation cannot induce a proper shock wave in the atmosphere
and subsequent excitation by a shock wave is not efficient for atoms in the
outer sphere region because of large reflectivity on the copper target surface
and also large plasma absorption of the laser beam. It should be noted,
however, that elimination of optical and geometrical differences between the
lasers and setups used were not proven in this report, which partially limits
the validity of these conclusions.
Another recent report was focused on spectroscopic study of the
plasma plume produced by ablation of liquid samples using lasers of 532
and 193 nm. [47] The target used was a liquid jet and the plume was imaged
into the entrance slit of a monochromator, where a photomultiplier was used
for time-resolved light detection. Full spectra were also obtained with an
ICCD detector. Methyl violet, which absorbs strongly at 532 nm as well as
in the UV was added to the liquid. The liquid jet was irradiated at both
wavelengths with similar laser power of ca. 3.3 J cm"2. It was found that
when applying the 193 nm laser, the potassium and especially the sodium
signals were above the background during the first 30 ns and became more
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prominent at later time or when further away from the plume base. In
contrast, results obtained with the 532 nm laser, showed signals similar to
the background. Moreover, when the 193 nm laser power density was
reduced to as low as 1 J cm'2, the sodium signal stayed above the initial
plasma continuum interference. This result was again different from the 532
nm case, when the sodium signal decreased faster than the continuum
emissions as the laser power density was lowered. [47] Thus, as long as
liquid plasmas are concerned, switching to ultraviolet lasers can be used for
increasing the analyte signal by several orders of magnitude while the white
plasma flash is actually dimmer. It should be noted that a comparison
between near infrared and ultraviolet irradiation concerning soil analysis
showed no significant differences. [9] Also no wavelength effect due to the
change of excitation source (from 1064 nm to 532 nm) was observed in
analysis of iron in colloidal particulates in water. [44] In these experiments,
however, there was no spatial resolution, and it seems that the wavelength
effects are better observed when spatial resolution is applied.

Effects of two sequential laser pulses
An attempt to improve LPS performance by application of sequential
laser pulses from two Q-switched Nd:YAG lasers as excitation sources was
recently reported. [44] In this work laser plasma spectroscopy was applied to
quantitative analysis of colloidal and particulate iron in water. The effects of
the second laser pulse on the plasma emission were studied. The emission
spectrum obtained for the same FeO(OH) suspension by two sequential laser
pulses irradiation was compared to the one obtained by single pulse
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excitation. The spectra were taken between 500 and 1500 ns after the second
laser pulse in He atmosphere and accumulated for 500 pulses. The pulse
energy of both lasers was ca. 150 mJ and the interval between them was
1000 ns. The results show that the essential features of the spectrum are not
changed from that obtained by single pulse excitation, but the signal-tobackground ratio evidently increases. In view of these promising results, the
effects of the interval and of the energy of the laser pulses were also studied.
[44]
The effect of the laser pulse interval on the signal-to-noise of the 260
nm Fe emission peak was examined and the results are shown in Figure 27.
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27. Effect of interval between two laser pulses on the signal-to-noise of the 260 nm peak of
10 ppm Fe in suspension. (From ref. 44.)
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A clear maximum was observed indicating that in this case the time interval
between 800 and 2500 ns gives the highest signal-to-noise values. Even
though the absolute intensity of emission lines decreased as the delay
increased, the signal-to-noise ratio did not correlate with the intensity and
possessed a maximum. The results of an inverted sequence of lasers, were
the detector gate was opened after the first laser, showed poorer signal-tonoise values than the noninverted sequence. This effect was attributed to the
difference of pulse duration of the two lasers ( - 1 0 ns for the first and ~3 ns
for the second unit) and to the resulted peak power. Since the pulse energies
were equal, the peak power of the second laser was higher.
The effect of the pulse energy of the preceding laser pulse was studied
from 150 to 500 mJ. It was found that in helium atmosphere a higher energy
pulse could ignite brighter sparks but the quality of the measured spectra
was rather insensitive to the energy. In air, however, higher energy pulses
resulted in better signal-to-noise ratio. Also a large increase in the signal-tonoise ratio was observed at delay times longer than - 5 0 0 ns when the energy
of the first laser was 150 nJ and this interval seemed to become shorter with
increasing pulse energy.
The overall effect of the optimized sequential excitation is a
considerable improvement of the limits of detection. The detection limit of
Fe under these experimental conditions, decreased from 0.6 ppm for single
pulse excitation to 16 ppb for sequential pulse excitation. This improvement
of the detection limits was attributed to the fact that the second laser pulse
excited a new spark in the middle of the expanding plasma formed by the
first pulse. A significant decrease in the detection limit was observed at time
intervals longer than 500 ns, when the shock front was expected to have
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reached the surface. Under these conditions, the second laser pulse hits this
expanding plasma cloud. Thus, it ignites a spark at lower power density
since the persistent electron density is already high. Most of the energy of
the second pulse is used to excite atoms and ions, since there is no need to
vaporize the sample and the matrix. Due to the lower plasma density, the
background broad emission due to the second pulse decay faster than that of
the first one. This is the reason of the improved signal-to-noise ratio. [44]

7. CHEMOMETRIC TREATMENT
Chemometry plays a important role in all modern analytical methods.
It is well recognized that chemometric methods can actually improve the
performance

of

most

analytical

techniques.

The

general

purpose

chemometric algorithms are already introduced into common data analysis
packages such as spectral analysis programs. Nevertheless, when specific
analytical methods are concerned, such as the LPS method, most of the
required algorithms are still to be developed. In these cases, specific
chemometric treatment is needed, which requires detailed and elaborated
research.
The first multivariate data analysis approach to LPS has been only
recently carried out. [9, 36] A package program that performs initial data
analysis, PCR (Principal Component Regression) calibration and final
application to unknown samples has been reported. [36]
The main task of the data analysis program was to handle signal
fluctuations, which are common in LPS analysis. Fluctuations are caused by
instability of the plasma and of geometrical parameters, caused by many
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factors. The program was designed to deal with individual LPS spectra,
starting with a constrained normalization

algorithm, peak

assignment,

wavelength calibration and non-linear function fittings. It produced peak
information for all required elements. The PCR calibration model used these
data as a training set and the application program provided multielemental
chemical analysis of new samples.
The data analysis program started with an input module, reading the
data matrix. Each column corresponded to a LPS spectrum and each row
represented one pixel of the array detector. Several filters were applied to
the data. The first one removed the signal drift which is common with C C D
and P D A array detectors. This drift was recognized as a difference between
even and odd pixels. The signal was corrected by a statistical noise analysis,
followed by a proper subtraction of the drift values. T h e next step was a
special

renormalization

of

the

spectra,

the

so

called

constrained

normalization:
Let V denote the spectral information obtained by the array detector.
Thus, ν ( λ ) is a «-dimensional vector, where η is the number of individual
elements in the detector array and λ is the corresponding wavelength. A
transformation 3 was defined such that it acts on the vector V:
κ
3ν(λ) = αν(λ) + £α4λ*
k=ο
The first term is a global, wavelength independent, normalization
factor and the second one is a polynomial baseline correction (wavelength
dependent). The algorithm looks for one set of parameters α and ak, that
minimizes the function ξ:
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This is an uncommon transformation, since 3 acts both in a global
way, on the vector V, and individually on each of its elements, in a λ
dependent manner. Moreover, it is of importance that this optimization
process is constrained, in the sense that not all the elements of the
wavelength vector λ are allowed to participate in the minimization. Several
methods of selecting the elements of λ influencing that minimization were
proposed.
Two possible normalizations were considered. The first one is to be
applied when a common element, at a constant concentration is present in all
samples. In this case a set λ is selected witch includes the spectral lines of
those elements.
The second normalization method is to be applied when the
composition of the samples is not known, or when it varies from one sample
to another. In this case, the set of λ involved in the above optimization
process is chosen so that it includes all ranges of wavelengths where peaks
of trace elements are not expected, and with an additional restriction, that
the intensity of each λ, in the set is lower than a pre-specified value. The
above two normalization procedures were shown to result in good elemental
trace analysis in particulate materials.
An attempt of achieving on-line automated LPS analysis was also
carried out. [36] Automated analysis requires a proper identification of the
peaks in the raw spectral data. This task was carried out in a stepwise
procedure: After the above drift correction, the peaks were identified by
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searching for intensity changes in the spectral vector V. Small peaks were
first joined to their neighbors. One-point shoulder peaks were also joined to
the main peak, provided that they were relatively small. Then, all the broad
(multi-point) peaks were analyzed for composition of several peaks by the
known second derivative criterion. Finally, a list of all peaks and their
locations in the spectral vector were produced.
Data analysis automation requires also peak assignment. This is not
an easy task, in view of the abundance of spectral lines involved in LPS. A
computerized wavelength calibration is needed. This was obtained by an
optimization procedure: First, a rough calibration was carried out by a
comparison of all major peaks in the data to a list of spectral lines of known
elements in the material. Then, a delicate calibration was carried out, as a
second iteration, by comparison of the many small peaks with the given set
of wavelengths. The best estimation of the location of the peak maximum
was obtained by a Lorentzian function fitted to the calibration peaks.
Since both multiplicative and translative distortions were expected,
the wavelength calibration program looked for a linear transformation (2
parameters) that minimizes the square of the distances between all lines in
the table and their assigned peaks in the data vector. In this way, optimal
calibration based on a two parameter transformation (stretching and
shifting) could be obtained.
The spectral analysis program deduced the useful spectral information
on the trace elements. This task was carried out after a satisfactory
wavelength calibration was accomplished. The program

read a

file

containing all wavelengths of relevance. It included all lines of the elements
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to be analyzed and some reference lines as well. For each wavelength of
interest, the closest peak was identified in the data. Then, a sum of five
functions was fitted to the peak and its two neighbors, to the left and to the
right. This procedure was required since the actual height of a peak might
have contributions from its neighbors. The fitting process was carried out by
the Levenberg - Marquardt algorithm. This algorithm requires quite a good
estimation of the initial parameters, which are automatically provided by the
peak identification procedure.
Once all peak information was obtained, a calibration model that
provides the transformation from the signals to the desired concentrations of
the elements, was constructed. Α PCR multivariate calibration model was
developed by using a training set of measurements. It was based on many
spectral lines of each element of interest.
The PCR calibration program, automatically took into account the
quality of individual data, and compensated for some matrix effects. It
provided a calibration model, rather than a single plot. The quality of the
calibration could be quantitatively estimated by means of cross validation
and plots of predicted concentrations vs measured concentrations. The
advantage of the PCR calibration regarding PLS analysis was exemplified
by analysis of Cr in sand samples. Due to the nature of the involved matrix,
this is considered a rather complicated task where multivariate treatment
may considerably improve the overall performance.
Figure 28 shows an example of the predicted vs.

measured

concentrations, using cross-validation technique, for analysis of Cr in sand
samples. It also provides an approximation of the expected uncertainty
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Concentration / ppm
28. Predicted Cr concentrations in sand samples vs. real concentrations obtained by principal
component regression calibration model. (From ref. 9.)

associated with this method. Clearly, the PCR calibration model provided
improved results. The detection limits obtained for analysis of some
elements in sand and soil samples using the PCR method were in the range
of 10 to 30 ppm. (Cr and Pb - 10 ppm, Cu and Ni - 20 ppm, Zn and Cd - 30
ppm). For most of the elements, these detection limits are sufficient.
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A different chemometric approach to LPS signal analysis has been
recently published. [34] This approach intended to solve one of the major
problems in LPS analysis and to provide absolute concentrations rather than
relative ones. Usually, LPS results are limited by intrinsic

signal

fluctuations, originating from diverse reasons as previously discussed. The
most common method to partially compensate for signal fluctuations is
based on calculating the ratio of the spectral peak intensity to that of the
reference one. Assuming a constant concentration of such reference element
in all samples of interest, this ratio partially accounts for some of the
variations, provided that the same multiplicative fluctuation is valid for both
the analyzed and the reference peaks. The obvious drawback of the currently
used internal calibration is that relative, rather than absolute concentrations
are obtained,. Moreover, in many applications there is no such reference
component in the system, thus, this type of internal calibration cannot be
carried out at all.
The new approach, described in a previous Section, consists of a new
data acquisition and analysis method that eventually compensates for a
major part of intrinsic fluctuations found in LPS signals. [34] It was based
on analysis of single shot measurements, rather than on integrated ones.
Data from each single shot were properly treated, prior to their application.
It was assumed that the variations can be described as a multiplicative effect
for both the spectral peaks and a baseline component. In this way,
fluctuations were accounted for, with no explicit dependence on a reference
component. This approach was shown to improve results by an order of
magnitude and to provide provides such calibration routines that allow
absolute concentrations to be obtained.
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Another chemometric approach to the matrix effect compensation was
based

on

an

extensive

database

of

environmental

samples.

[53]

Computational techniques were applied to the correction of measurements
with matrix effects in real time. The software was used for identifying the
cause of poor detection limits and for improving the analytical processes.

8. TIME INTEGRATED METHODS
Time integrated LPS measurements are of considerable importance
for many analytical applications. The reason is that time integrated methods
do not require an intensified (getable) detector, which is the most expensive
component in most LPS setups (besides the laser unit). It is well known that
relatively poor results are usually obtained by time integrated

LPS

measurements, mainly due to the large continuum emission originating from
the initial high temperature plasma.
Recently, a study of the temperature spatial profiles of laser induced
plasmas during ablation has been carried out using time integrated emission
spectroscopy. [54] This study was aimed to the fundamental understanding
of the laser-matter interaction and its influence upon chemical analysis. The
model developed in this study assumed that the plasma consists of two
distinct regions: a short-lived high energy-density plasma just above the
target, and a second lower-energy region that expands with time and follows
a blast wave model. Other previous time resolved investigations have
already suggested that it is this secondary plasma region that is used for
spectral emission chemical analysis. [55-58]
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The time integrated and spatially resolved measurements were carried
out using a pulsed excimer laser and a CCD equipped spectrometer. Light
from plasma was coupled through lenses, and an optical setup was applied
for scanning the one-dimensional spatial resolution.
An example of the spatially resolved temporally integrated spectra
obtained from a copper sample, is shown in Figure 29. Several spectral lines
were observed as a function of distance from the surface. These spectral
profiles were founded to depend on the laser energy density. The ratio of
these line emission

intensities was used to determine the

excitation

temperature of the plasma at each axial location. The spatial profile of a
single copper line, at several power densities, is shown in Figure 30. This is
a very informative plot, since it shows both the plasma expansion with
power density as well as the shift in the location of the maximum intensity.
The peak emission intensity was closer to the target surface at lower power
densities. The position of peak emission intensity occurred farther from the
surface as the power density was increased.
The above information was also used for spatially resolved plasma
temperature

measurements.

Temperature

is

an

important

property

concerning analytical performance of the LPS method since it influences the
vaporization, atomization and excitation processes. The temperature was
calculated by the Boltzman two-lines method, assuming that the Boltzman
distribution

of

energies

occurred

in

the

second

plasma

region.

Representative Cu(I) integrated emission intensities at two wavelengths and
the resulted temperatures are shown in Figure 31 as a function of distance
from the target. This excitation temperature is actually a weighted average
of the temperatures at different times. The maximum temperature is always
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Axial distance (mm)
30. Normalized axial spatial emission intensity of a single Cu line as a function of
power density. (From ref. 54.)
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closer to the target surface before the emission intensity has peaked. A
simple and intuitive model was developed and showed that as the initial
temperature and velocity of the plasma increase with power density, the
effect if integration time on the measured spectral line intensity increases.

9. GAS ANALYSIS
Although most LPS applications are related to solid analysis, the
plasma breakdown can also be generated and analytically used in gases.
Analysis of chlorine by this method was recently studied, since this element
occurs in a number of hazardous compounds such as chlorinated organics,
gaseous HCl or PVC decomposition products. [59,60] These substances can
be emitted at waste incineration or during semiconductor etching processes,
hence, a continuous monitoring of elemental chlorine is of importance.
A standard LPS setup was constructed for chlorine determination,
were the plasma was ignited directly in air by a Nd:YAG pulse focused into
the sample gas stream. Spectral analysis was performed perpendicularly to
both the gas stream and the excitation laser. A concave mirror was places
opposite to the collection lens, in order to improve light collection
efficiency. The chlorine concentration was calculated from the C1(I) line at
837.6 nm and detection limit of 1.5 ppm for chlorine in CC14 was obtained.
A smaller laser of 20 mJ per pulse, resulted in a higher detection limit of 3.6
ppm. A considerable improvement was achieved by igniting the plasma
inside a copper tube, through which the gaseous sample was led. Detection
of the luminescence of the CuCl molecules formed in the cooling plasma
resulted in a ten-fold improved sensitivity.
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Another recent study was concerned of in-situ air analysis. [61] The
laser induced plasma emission spectrum from ambient air and from pure
nitrogen and oxygen were investigated in an attempt to determine the origin
of the observed emission features in the spectra. This particular study was
carried out in the time and space integrated mode and no gating of the
detector array was attempted. In an effort to determine the origins of the
individual spectral features, emphasis was placed on observation and
analysis of pure nitrogen and pure oxygen spectra.
The first step in the analysis of the LPS data was to identify those
lines which were attributed to the relaxation of neutral molecular nitrogen or
oxygen. The result was that no identification of molecular emission could be
made in the LPS spectra. [61] This lack of correlation between the LPS
spectra and the molecular emission spectrum suggested that the relaxation
from excited states of nitrogen (or oxygen) during the LPS plasma emission
occurs through atomic energy levels only or through transitions of ionized
molecules. In addition, the LPS spectra produced in pure nitrogen and in
pure oxygen, were compared to artificial spectra of these elements based of
handbook emission information. The computed atomic emission results
predicted nearly all the line positions seen in the LPS spectrum.
The relation between the relative intensities of certain emission
features and the pulse energy was also studied. [61] It was found that, for
example, the factor which correlates the 50 mJ reference spectrum to the
100 mJ spectrum is 7.34 rather than 2, indicating that increasing the pulse
energy can significantly improve the visibility of the spectral features.
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10. AEROSOL ANALYSIS
Considerable research activities concerning aerosol analysis involves
LPS methods. Direct aerosol analysis by time resolved laser plasma
spectroscopy has been recently reported. [62] This study was focused on
direct analysis of aerosols from industrial origin. The method was designed
for on-line and in-situ analysis without any sample preparation. Results were
improved by application of single pulse statistics and chemometric methods.
Absolute concentrations were provided from linear calibration plots, without
application of any internal calibration methods.
In that study, aerosols were produced from solid deposition collected
from

a

steel

factory

line.

This

oxidized

material

included

high

concentrations of Fe, Ca, Zn and Pb. Plasmas were produced by a pulsed
Nd:YAG laser and data were collected from single shots, using a traditional
OMA system and transferred to a computer. [62]
TR-LPS spectra of aerosols were shown to posses a considerable
background. Representative LPS spectra of these aerosols are shown in
Figure 32. The intense plasma background was always present, even without
the presence of aerosol particles. This sort of background is present in
aerosol spectra, and not in those of other particulate materials. The bottom
part in the above Figure shows typical LPS spectra of soil sample. This
Figure points out the differences in baselines, and emphasizes the special
problem introduced by the background in aerosol analysis.
A specific method for background subtraction was suggested: A
function was fitted to the shape of the background, obtained from the spectra
of air plasma. It was found that LPS spectra underwent extensive
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fluctuations, such that a single background could not be fitted to all spectra.
Therefore, a function that has the shape of the background was numerically
fitted to each spectrum. It was "blown" or "shrunk" to fit the actual baseline
of each individual spectrum. This procedure was carried out such that the
least squares of the difference between the baseline function and the actual
baseline was minimized. Then, this new baseline was subtracted from the
spectrum. [62]
After baseline correction, the relevant peaks were reconstructed to
provide corrected intensities. Reconstruction was required since only several
pixels were available per peak and under such conditions, the maximum
intensity may not represent the true maximum. It was found that the
experimental

points

were not perfectly fitted by Gaussians

or

by

Lorentzians. This is a general problem in LPS spectra. The following
function was suggested to fit the experimental LPS peaks obtained from
aerosols:

A
J

l+

(e-l)z

2HK

ω-ω0
σ

This function reproduced both Gaussians and Lorentzians. Therefore,
this function has the potential to fill the gap between these two limiting
cases. It has 4 fitting parameters, Α, ωΟ, σ and a . The derivatives of this
function can be easily obtained, as need in nonlinear fitting algorithms. The
fitting quality obtained with this modified function provided excellent
results and better than those obtained using simpler functional forms. [62]
All peaks were reconstructed by this function, which provided both the
intensity and the area.
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It was found that the main problem in aerosol analysis is due to
extensive spectral variations; Spectra obtained from sequential laser shots
differ considerably. These variations are caused by several reasons: First,
not every pulse hits an aerosol particle. The concentration of particles might
be such that the probability to have a particle in the interaction volume, at
the moment of the pulse, is small. On the other hand, it might be that more
than one particle is present at the interaction volume. The spectral intensity
depends directly on the number of particles in the plasma. In addition to
these fluctuations in number of particles present in the interaction volume,
there are also variations of the mass and size of each particle. Both, mass
and size, affect the spectral response. Also the location of the particle in the
plasma is of importance. Considering the fact that the temperature in the
plasma depends on both time and location, the particular position of the
particle, at the instance of measurement, has a considerable spectral effect.
Another factor that was also considered is the variations of plasma
location: Basically, the plasma is produced in air, at the lens focus.
However, the actual breakdown can be induced by a small aerosol particle at
a different location ahead of the focal point. An additional factor is the
screening nature of the analyzed material: Aerosol particles are present in
the measurement chamber, and can screen the focal point. These particles
are far away of the high energy density location, and do not cause plasma
formation, nevertheless, they reduce the energy available for the plasma at
the focal point. Fluctuations of the laser power also contribute to spectral
instability.
The overall result of the above described factors is that the signals
obtained in L P S analysis of aerosols undergo extensive fluctuations. Several
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methods were tested in order to handle the fluctuations, most of them based
on rejection of data. [62] The basic idea was that spectra from single shots
can be individually characterized, and events that are suspected to be
anomalous can be rejected. The proposed rejection algorithm provided
better results than those obtained from a random set of data (including the
same number of spectra). Moreover, this algorithm provided better results
than those obtained using the whole set of data (without any rejections).
The justification of data rejection was the simple fact that many of the
laser shots resulted in irregular (not normally distributed) events. The
rejection algorithm was based on the following criteria:
(a) All spectra that have no elemental lines in addition to the
background functional shape are rejected. This case usually represents the
absence of an aerosol particle in the plasma. Practically, after the baseline
had been fitted and subtracted, the intensities at all expected lines were
counted, and the spectrum was rejected if their sum did not reach a certain
level.
(b) All spectra where the fitted baseline is too week or too intense
relative to the reference function are rejected. The reference function was
the average spectrum obtained from clean air plasma. These rejections were
considered as representing extraordinary events, where too little energy was
available in the plasma, or too much energy was pumped in, due to laser
power fluctuations. Screening of the focal point by persistent aerosol
particles, as well as a "spread" of the plasma along the laser beam, were also
represented by this case.
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(c) The previous criteria usually rejected about 30-50% of the pulses.
The third criterion rejected all remaining weak spectra, such that only the
highest 25% were left. This criterion was applied to the spectra that passed
the first criteria, and their baselines were already subtracted as previously
described.
Representative results of the above rejection process are shown in
Figure 33. These are calibration plots for Zn in aerosol, based on the
spectral peak at 481.05 nm. The corresponding detection limits, calculated
from 95% confidence intervals, are also shown. The worst results were
obtained when the weakest spectra were selected. In this case the standard
deviation is high, and the slope of the line (sensitivity) is low. Only a little
better results were obtained from the same number of spectra, however
randomly selected (25% of the actual number of collected

spectra).

Somewhat better results were obtained when all spectra were utilized,
without any rejections. Considering that this calibration plot was based on 4
times more spectra, the improvement was less than expected. The best
results were obtained with the above mentioned rejection process. In this
case, the standard deviation was the lowest and the sensitivity (slope) was
the highest. An improvement of a factor of 3 was obtained, relative to
analysis of all spectra. An improvement factor of 4 was obtained relative to
the same number of spectra, randomly selected. Similar results were
obtained for other spectral peaks, however, each one produced a different
calibration plot. It should be noted, however, that due to accumulation of
readout noise, this method is not expected to work when single spectra are
weak (less than a few percentage of the saturation limit).
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measurements of liquid aerosols by LPS method was also recently reported.
[63] In that study, the analysis of salt concentrations in artificial seawater
aerosol droplets was performed, using an excimer laser and a regular OMA
detection system. Analyses of both monodisperse and polydisperse droplets
were investigated. Emission lines of Na and Η were monitored in order to
characterize the plasma with both spatial and temporal resolution. It was
found (similarly to the previous study) that the main problems in LPS
analysis of aerosols are related to the inability to control where the particles
pass through the focused laser beam. Another difficulty pointed out was that
LPS calibration for aerosols of arbitrary morphology is a complex task: the
laser pulse is only able to vaporize and excite a finite mass, thus, the use of
absolute

intensities

may introduce a bias toward

smaller

particles.

Difficulties arising in the application of LPS to transparent liquid aerosols
were also pointed out. [63] The presence of such a transparent droplet acts
as a lens which focuses the incident laser radiation. This behavior can result
in increased local electric field strengths, thus affecting the LPS results of
individual laser shots.
The temporal resolution of LPS analysis of the studied aerosols was
also investigated. It was found that the best delay time was ca. 2 μβ, for most
lines, while longer delay (5 μβ) was the optimum for the Na (589 nm) line.
The LPS signals from the above aerosols were also investigated with
spatial resolution. [63] Resolutions in both laser axis and OMA axis were
achieved. Spectra from 60 μηι droplets, containing 1000 ppm Na, were
collected 2 μβ after the laser pulse, during 100 ns integration time.
Concerning the laser axis resolution, it was found that the emission intensity
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ratio of the lines Na (589 nm) and Η (656.3 nm), increased from near zero in
the illuminated region of the plasma to a maximum between 0 and 1 mm in
front of the shadow face of the droplets. Then, the ratio decreased slightly,
but remained relatively high in the shadow region. It was deduced that if the
above intensity ratio is used as a basis for concentration measurement of Na
in aerosols, the measurement will be highly dependent on the location of the
droplet within the probe region.
The explanation of the above findings was based on plasma plume
dynamics: As the laser induced breakdown is initiated, a plasma region is
formed near the shadow surface of the droplet. Some of the plasma is
expelled from the shadow surface of the droplet, but the reminder
propagated back toward the illuminated face. The expelled material is
relatively cool since it has absorbed only enough energy to exceed the
threshold for the breakdown and then is expelled from the droplet in a short
time. The ejected plasma forms a plume propagating in the direction of the
laser pulse. The plasma propagating toward the laser becomes highly
absorbing and continues to be heated by the remainder of the incoming laser
pulse. A laser supported detonation wave results, in which

plasma

propagates toward the laser, thereby forming a second plasma plume
propagating back toward the laser. This plasma wave would absorb the
remainder of the laser pulse and could be expected to have a temperature
higher than that of the material expelled from the shadow face of the
droplet.
In addition to the spatial resolution along the laser axis, the variations
along the detector axis were studied as well. Measurements of the emission
resulting from droplets as they were moved along the axis of the collection
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optics were made. [63] It was found that the Η spectral lines have maxima
near the center line of the laser pulse axis, falling off on both sides. The Na
line was found to be stronger when the droplet stream was positioned on the
edge of the laser pulse away from the detector. As the droplet is positioned
at the edge, the irradiance of the droplet due to the laser pulse is decreased
and less of the droplet is vaporized and excited. The presence of a
significant portion of the droplet between the detector and the laser
produced plasma may block the Na emission by self absorption, especially
for high concentrations.
The focusing lens effects were also looked for, and it was found that,
in general, the emission appeared to be relatively insensitive to movements
of the laser focal region relative to the droplets. The plasma temperature
induced in aerosols was estimated from three Η lines, and found to be
12,600 ± 4600 K. Attempts to measure spatially resolved temperatures gave
inconclusive results. [63]
The possibility to perform concentration measurements in aerosols
was also addressed. [63] The greatest difficulty in determining calibration
curves relating droplet salt concentration as a function of the emission
intensity ratio of Na (589 nm) to Η involved the substantial variation in
emission intensity of the two lines. Variations were assumed to be due to the
dynamics of the breakup of the droplets and the relative plasma temperature
in the various regions around the droplet. Because of the highly variable
emission intensity ratios resulting from the arbitrary positioning of droplets
passing through the probe volume, a statistical approach was investigated.
Typically, 2000 spectra were obtained for each particle diameter. For each
data set, approximately 10-40% of the spectra resulted from laser induced
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breakdown of aerosol particles within the probe region. The remaining
spectra contained only emissions from atmospheric oxygen and nitrogen.
Two sources for the variations were identified and studied: The
droplet diameter and the relative humidity of the ambient air. The first was
related to the fact that larger particles scatter more radiation

and

consequently are more visible on the edges of the probe volume, where the
intensity of the Gaussian beam is decreasing. The second variation source
(relative humidity) was investigated and results precluded the determination
of any possible influence based on the moisture content of the ambient air
during LPS analysis.
The limits of detection for Na in aerosols were found to be rather
high. [63] The average detection limit for monodisperse aerosols was 165
ppm, while for the polydisperse ones the limit was estimated to be 925 ppm.
The principal reason noted for the large difference in the detection limits
between the monodisperse and the polydisperse aerosols was associated
with the OMA entrance slit, which was kept larger throughout the cases
involving monodisperse aerosols.
A comparative study of detection of lead aerosols by plasma
spectroscopy and by atomic fluorescence spectroscopy has been recently
carried out. [64] This study was focused on small lead nitrate aerosols with
particle diameter between

10 and 300 nm. These aerosols are of

considerable environmental impact and new on-line methods are needed for
their analysis.
Direct LPS analysis of the above aerosols was carried out with a
pulsed Nd:YAG laser and a spectrometer coupled to an intensified CCD
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camera. It was found that the best signal-to-noise ratio was achieved with a
pulse energy of 45 mJ. Further increasing the pulse energy of the laser did
not result in a better ratio. In contrast to the short-lived fluorescence, the
plasma emission lasts for several μβ, thus, the detection limits could be
improved by longer integration times of the signal. Assuming the ideal case
of Gaussian noise, an optimum signal integration was expected to be
achieved within a time interval where the observed signal-to-noise ratio
amounts to more than approximately 33% of its maximum value. [65]
Indeed, the experimental results with aerosols showed an

optimum

integration time of 25-50 μβ.
The direct LPS method was found to be less sensitive than atomic
fluorescence. [64] Thus, only a calibration with polydisperse aerosols was
possible and no studies of aerosol diameter-dependent effects could be
carried out. Linear calibration plots were obtained for polydisperse aerosols,
with detection limit of 155 μg m 3 . The laser excited atomic fluorescence
method provided lower detection limits, of ca. 47 ng m~3, under the same
experimental conditions. No dependence of the detection limit on the
particle diameter was observed in this study. [64]
A chemometric approach to the improvement of aerosol analysis by
the LPS method was recently suggested. [34] Zn contaminated aerosols were
analyzed and the limits of detection were improved by an order of
magnitude relative to previous methods applied to the same samples.
Detection limits of 10"'2 g were achieved in this study. More details of this
approach are described in a previous Section.
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11. COLLOIDAL PARTICLES ANALYSIS
Colloids are particles suspended in a solvent with characteristic
dimensions between 1 nm and 1000 nm. Colloidal contamination is of
considerable environmental interest. It is associated to enhanced rate of
transport on one hand, and to remediation by induced sedimentation, on the
other. [66-68] Analysis of contamination adsorbed to colloidal particles is a
difficult task and no on-line and in-situ method in currently available.
Laboratory analysis based on filter sampling is routinely carried out,
however, results suffer from sampling artifacts due to the very nature of this
particulate material. [69] Therefore, fast LPS analysis of colloidal particles,
directly in the water phase, is of considerable importance. Since the ignition
threshold of plasmas in solids is lower than that in the liquid phase, colloidal
analysis could exploit this difference to discriminate between dissolved
materials in water and in colloids.
A recent research was aimed to the evaluation of the LPS method for
elemental analysis of colloids. [70] It was intended to design an interface
suitable for LPS analysis and to determine whether such a sensor system
could be used to provide information on the nature and abundance of
colloids in aquifer systems. The constructed experimental setup was based
on a pulsed Nd:YAG laser and a spectrometer coupled to an intensified
photodiode array detector. Monodisperse colloidal particles were either
obtained from commercial sources or produced by homogeneous nucleation.
Particles in the range of 150 to 800 nm were considered.
It was found that, unlike in plasmas induced on solid matter or in
gases, the plasma in colloidal analysis decays very fast, within a hundred
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nanoseconds. [70] Further, no emission lines were observed for the rather
high concentrations of the colloidal core, and similar results were observed
for heavy metal contamination in colloids. Representative spectra obtained
from colloids in water are shown in Figure 34. The short plasma lifetime
and absence of observable emission lines were attributed to collisionally
induced quenching processes. The quenching is due to the high density of
the surrounding aqueous environment, which is three orders of magnitude
larger than in atmospheric conditions and due to the dipole moment of water
molecules, which makes them a very effective quencher. It should be
pointed out, however, that no experiments in different liquid media were
carried out in order to support these assumptions.
The detection limits obtained in direct application of the LPS method
to colloidal media were in the range of 0.1-1 g Γ1. [70-72] These detection
limits are not satisfactory for environmental applications, thus, other
methods must be investigated in order to obtain improved results. Several
different approaches to this problem were recently carried out:
A possible solution to the problem of colloidal analysis in aqueous
samples was recently reported. [44] In this case, a second laser pulse was
applied after a delay of a few μβ with the aim of inducing a second plasma
in the gas bubble produced by the first pulse. The main problems in this
approach were related to the reproducibility of the spatial localization of the
plasma in the solution, due to the statistical nature of the particle induced
breakdown. Thus, observation with a fixed geometry became difficult and so
did the ignition of the plasma in the gas bubble with the second pulse. In
spite of these difficulties, by this method it was possible to determine iron
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concentrations in water as low as 16 ppb in FeO(OH) colloidal suspension
and in boiler water sampled from a thermal power plant. [44]
Another approach to colloidal particles analysis in liquids is based on
generation of a liquid jet. This technique is suitable for stationary
monitoring. It should provide better results than direct LPS applications
since it reduces the interaction of the plasma with the water molecules.
Representative LPS spectra obtained from such a water jet, containing
colloidal particles, is shown in Figure 35. A considerable background is
present, similar to the direct LPS spectra. This background actually limits
the ultimate sensitivity. In this particular case iron colloids were analyzed
and detection limit of 0.6 mg Γ1 was obtained for iron. This detection limit is
ca. 3 orders of magnitude lower than that obtained in direct application of
LPS to colloidal samples, nevertheless, the results are still not satisfactory
for environmental purposes. Besides the inadequate LOD, problems were
encountered from clogging, especially in the case of sewage waters with
considerable particulate loadings. [70] Similar results with a liquid jet and
iron colloids with single or double pulse techniques were reported from
independent studies. [43-44,73-74]
Since both the direct application of LPS and the application to liquid
jets resulted in inadequate detection limits for environmental analysis, a
different approach was needed. The Double pulse technique provided better
results, but it is much more complicated and it is probably not suitable (at
this stage) for environmental analysis. Thus, an indirect analytical method,
based on prior separation of the liquid and solid phases by ultrafiltration,
was proposed. [70] In that study, polycarbonate membrane filters with
straight-through pores of uniform size of 100 nm were used. A flow rate of
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1 ml min"1 and sample volumes between 1-15 ml were used for analysis.
These membranes performed better than fibrous filters, since the colloids
are located on top of the membrane rather than within the filter matrix.
LPS analysis of the above membranes was performed with the second
harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser and it was found that the optimized delay time
relative to the plasma ignition was 0.75 μβ. Integration time of 300 ns was
found to be most advantageous, while a pulse energy of 70 mJ near
breakdown threshold gave the best signal to background ratio. The second
harmonic of the laser was applied, rather than the forth harmonic, since in
this way the ablation is not very deep and the ablated material does not
include much of the filter composition. [75- 77] Representative LPS
spectrum obtained from the colloid contaminated membrane is shown in
Figure 36. It is clear that these results are better than those obtained in the
direct LPS applications. This improvement was also manifested in the
detection limits: Absolute detection limits in the range of 32 to 841 ng were
reported. [70] These detection limits are sufficient for monitoring of colloids
in contaminated aqueous samples. The dynamic range was nearly four
orders of magnitude and limited at higher colloid concentrations by
incomplete ablation of colloid multilayers deposited on the membrane.

12. BIOLOGICAL CELLS ANALYSIS
A variant of the LPS method was recently applied to analysis of the
distribution of sodium and potassium in individual blood cells. [78] The
ability to recognize minute chemical changes can lead in some cases to early
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diagnosis, therefore this sort of information may be of considerable medical
interest.
The sample excitation in this method is carried out at moderate laser
energies. It was found that during pulsed laser vaporization of liquid
samples, there exists a range of laser power densities where the analyte
emissions are much stronger than the plasma continuum emission. [79] This
range was attributed to incomplete breakdown of the laser plume. This sort
of laser induced breakdowns, achieved at low pulse energies, were applied
for individual cell analysis. [78] The advantage of such LPS applications
over other single cell analysis methods is that LPS is much faster and can be
eventually applied for medical diagnosis.
The above variant of the LPS method was carried out using an
excimer laser at 193 nm, operated at 1 Hz and providing 0.5-5 mJ in 10 ns
pulses. The plume emissions were simultaneously collected by two similar
detection channels, each of which consisted of a lens that imaged the plum
through

two

interference

filters

onto

a

photomultiplier

tube.

The

interference filters (10 nm bandwidth) were selected to detect Na and Κ
(590 and 766 nm respectively). In addition, an acoustic setup was installed
in order to provide reference information on each plume event. The
application was based on a novel sample jet arrangement that provided jet
diameters of 30 μηι and below. The laser was focused onto the jet such that
its chemical composition at the focal point could be obtained. The small
sampling volume and the low diameter of the jet resulted in improved
absolute limits of detection.
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The quantification procedure was based on the slopes of the optical
signals as a function of the acoustic signals. Application to NaCl solutions
provided detection limits of about 35 fg for Na. This figure was achieved for
a 30 μιη jet and an interaction volume of ca. 120 pL. By doubling the NaCl
concentration and by using a 17 μηι jet, absolute detection limits of 8 fg for
Na were achieved. This value corresponds to a moderate Na concentration,
however, the absolute values were of concern in this study.
Analytical data on the distribution of Na and Κ within individual cells
were obtained by statistical methods. It was assumed that the data scattering
was due to variations in the number of cells vaporized per laser pulse, as
well as fluctuations in Na and Κ contents among cells. The former variation
was described by a Poisson distribution, while the later fluctuation was
modeled with normal distributions. The statistical treatment yielded useful
information concerning the Na and Κ profiles of the examined cell
population. Using this method, it was established, for the first time, that both
the intracellular amount of Na and Κ vary significantly among single
erythrocytes in a given individual.

13. RECENT INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
The LPS method has numerous practical applications. More than 20
new applications are published every year in the refereed analytical journals.
In the following, we review some of the very recent applications, that either
introduce new concepts or are based on new technologies.
An important report is the development of an optically fiber operated
LPS system and its application to analysis of soil pallets, artificially
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contaminated with Cr and Ba. [80] Previous LPS operations through optical
fibers are known, however, this one is based on a low cost (and low
efficiency) setup. Recent advances in fiber optic materials enable the
transfer of laser power densities of several GW cm"2. In the reported
application, a Nd:YAG fundamental emission was passed through a simple
optical telescope to reduce the beam spot size from 6 mm to about 1.5 mm.
The beam was imaged onto the entrance of a 1.5 mm single fiber and
transported to a distance of 5 m. At the fiber exit, the focused spot size was
about 0.9 mm. About 84 mJ were coupled into the fiber and transmitted.
The plasma light was returned through the same fiber. Using this setup, only
less than 1% of the plasma light was transferred back to the detector. With
this simple setup, the detection limits for Ba and Cr in soil were 26 and 50
ppm respectively.
Another related report discussed the application of LPS to analysis of
heavy metals in soil. [81] Results of LPS analysis of different spiked soil
samples with the same chemical matrix and with variable matrixes were
reported. A comparison of LPS system performance using an optical fiber
probe and with free space delivery of the laser beam was presented. [81]
A LPS experimental setup, equipped with a fiber-optic probe, for
analysis of lead in paint was reported. [82] Although this was a laboratory
experimental setup, it was intended to examine potential field analysis. It
was based on Nd:YAG lasers and intensified diode array detector. In one
configuration, the second harmonic of a powerful laser was applied, while
the fundamental wavelength of a smaller one was used in another
configuration. In all cases, a delay time of 3 μβ was applied, and the
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integration time was set as 12.6 μβ. Laser energies o f 4.2 mJ or 19.0 mJ
were applied.
Paint analysis was remotely carried out through optical fibers. A
Raman optical set was modified and used in these measurements. The fiber
diameters were 600 μηι and 1000 μηι. The lasers were operated at 2 Hz,
which was found to be the optimum rate, regarding the LPS signals. It was
found that excitation at 1064 nm produced plasmas on the sample that were
visually

much

larger than those produced using

532

nm

excitation.

However, better reproducibility was usually obtained using lower laser
powers and 532 nm excitation.
Quantification of lead in the samples was based on the 405.78 nm Pb
line, and linear calibration plots were obtained in the concentration range of
0 - 0 . 1 %. Above about 1% Pb, the slope of the response curve decreased
rapidly with increasing Pb concentration. Interferences due to Ti spectral
lines were reported, nevertheless, the detection limit for lead in paints was
as low as 0.014%. The effect of overlayers of non-lead containing paint was
also investigated. [82]
The development of several LPS instruments for environmental
analysis was recently reported. [83-84] Two of them were evaluated for
analysis of metals in soils, in paint and on particles collected on filters. [83]
The units were composed of a compact Nd:YAG laser (15-20 mJ, 4-8 ns)
and a small spectrograph. One unit used a gated photodiode array detector
and was not a portable unit, while the other used a non-gatable C C D
detector and was considered as a portable instrument. The gated detector
was large and could not be incorporated into a portable field instrument. A
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delay time of 100 ns and an integration time of 500 ns were used in the
getable setup.
The sampling probe of the portable instrument contained the laser
head, focusing lens and a fiber optic cable for transferring the emission to
the spectrometer (located in the analysis unit). It was designed to provide a
constant lens to sample distance while interrogating flat surfaces with the
spark. A bifurcated fiber optic cable was used to collect the spark light and a
portion of the laser light was reflected from the sample surface (for
triggering purposes).
It was reported that the results obtained by the gated system were
identical to those obtained with the portable un-gated one. [83] Down-sizing
the instrument did not affect analytical performance. Regarding the analysis
of lead in paint, the measurement precision ranged from 23 to 47% RSD.
The detection limit was 0.8 % Pb. In soil analysis, detection limits of 265,
9.3, 298 and 42 ppm for Ba, Be, Pb, and Sr (respectively) were reported.
Concerning analysis of Pb and Be on filters, detection limits were
determined for each size distribution, and the results were in the range of
20-5000 μg cm·2. [83]
A somewhat different application was recently reported, dealing with
analysis of painted artworks. [85] The LPS setup in this study was based on
a Nd:YAG laser, at ca. 5-50 mJ per pulse, while the fiber coupled detector
was an intensified photodiode array. The delay time was varied in the range
of 0.5 to 2 μβ, and the detector was exposed for 0.5-1 μβ. The LPS method
was applied to pure pigments in powder form or to oil colors produced by
properly mixing the powder pigments with bleached linseed oil. Even
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though some broad spectral features appeared in the oil colors, due to the
organic matrix, the lead emission lines were still observed.
The possibility of depth profile analysis was shown by application of
successive laser pulses on the same spot of a model oil painting. [85]
Finally, a test case was presented in which an 18th century oil painting,
subjected to partial restoration, was examined by LPS. The different
pigments used in the original and in the restored part of the work were
clearly identified with this method. [85]
A quantitative analysis of colloidal and particulate iron in water by
LPS with two sequential laser pulses was recently reported. [44] This
application is of practical importance in modern manufacturing. The main
problem is that LPS signals in the liquid phase are weak, thus, a different
approach was needed. The sequential pulse method was shown to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio. The second laser pulse excited a new spark in the
middle of the expanding gas from the first one. This technique resulted in a
significant decrease in the detection limit. The method was proved to have
potential applicability in the analysis of boiler water quality at a thermal
power plant.
The LPS method was suggested for determination of copper in steel,
for the assessment of radiation embrittlement. [86] In a nuclear reactor's
lifetime, the reactor pressure vessel is exposed to heavy radiation flux which
alters the microstructure of the material. One mechanism for embrittlement
is thought to be copper clustering. In that study, the application of LPS to
quantification of copper in a certain steel was investigated. Concentrations
from 0.01 to 5% were examined. Quantification was based on the ratio of
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Cu/Fe, which was shown to be nonlinear as a function of copper contents.
Results were compared to AAS analysis and were found to be satisfactory.
Analysis of aluminum impurities in zinc alloy was investigated by
LPS method, induced by a the fundamental emission of a Nd:YAG laser, at
a power density of 7 GW cm"2. [87] A traditional OMA detection system
was used, coupled to the plasma via an imaging lens. The small inspection
volume was ca. 3 mm above metal surface. Several spectral lines were
examined for analysis. It was found that best results are obtained from the
ratio of the Zn(I) 307.59 nm and A1(I) 308.22 nm. These lines are close
enough to be covered simultaneously at an appropriate resolution in a small
spectral window. It was found that there is an interference line from Zn with
the A1(I) 308.22 nm line, but it can be avoided by performing the
measurement at least 13 μβ after the plasma formation. Control of Al
impurity with an accuracy of better than 0.2% is needed, and this study has
not provided such accuracy. A somewhat better calibration curve was
reported for analysis performed in Ar environment. [87]
A

very

interesting

application

research

was

related

to

the

determination of cobalt in several matrixes, such as soil, steel and graphite.
[88] A combined method of LPS and laser excited atomic fluorescence
spectrometry was applied. An excimer laser was used to ablate material
from the examined sample, while a dye laser (pumped by a second excimer
laser), operated at a certain delay after the first shot, was used for
fluorescence excitation. Fluorescence was monitored by a monochromator
and a photomultiplier located perpendicular to the laser beam and parallel to
the sample surface.
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Two different schemes of laser-excited atomic fluorescence were
compared in order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. [88] In the first
scheme, the laser induced fluorescence was excited from the ground state at
352.69 nm and collected at a shifted wavelength of 402.09 nm. In the second
scheme, the fluorescence was excited at 352.98 nm, from a level which has
been thermally populated in the hot plasma, and collected at 399.53 nm.
The second set of transitions yielded a greater signal intensity, even
when the fluorescence was excited several tens of microseconds after the
plasma had been ignited. [88] Such excited-state fluorescence adds
flexibility in choosing the most sensitive excitation/fluorescence atomic
schemes, including those which allow working at anti-Stokes transitions in a
far-UV spectral range where continuous plasma emission is relatively weak.
This approach provided detection limits in the ppb to ppm range and
linearity over about four orders of magnitude. [88]
A more practical application recently reported was the detection of
lead in concrete. [89] Time resolved LPS was applied for quantitative
measurement of lead content in concrete at levels of 10 ppm, using a Qswitched Nd:YAG laser. Analysis of lead was based on the ratio of its
integrated emission line to a known reference line of the matrix. The
temporal evolution of the calibration function was studied and it was found
that the optimal delay time is 3 μβ. At shorter or longer delay times, higher
detection limits were obtained.
LPS was also applied for elemental analysis in a particle-loaded
methane/air flame. [90] In this application, the LPS spectra collected from
different observational directions and spectral regions were compared.
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Measurements were carried out in harsh, turbulent and highly luminous
coal-fired combustion environment, however, only relative results (without
detection limits) were reported. [90]
A new LPS method for direct analysis of aerosols based on single
shot measurements was recently developed. [62] The method was applied
for industrial metal oxide aerosols. It was shown that a proper chemometric
treatment, applied to single shot spectra, results in improved results. The
chemometric treatment included fitting the spectral peaks to a modified
function that can reproduce both Lorentzians and Gaussians. Then, an
algorithm for data rejection was applied. It was found that the proposed
algorithm provided better results than those obtained from a random set of
single shot data. The results were even better than those obtained using the
whole set of data (without any rejections). Both the sensitivity and the
standard deviation were significantly improved in this way. [62]
Sulfur content in steel was also determined by the LPS method. [91]
A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser was used for plasma excitation, followed by
time resolved spectral analysis. Detection limit of 70 ppm and a precision of
7% were obtained. It was shown that linear calibration plots can be reached,
without noticeable matrix effects. [91]
Elemental distributions of paper coatings is also an application
suitable for the LPS method, as recently shown. [92] Since in this
application many laser pulses were needed for a proper sampling, an
excimer laser was used. Such units can be operated at 1 kHz, resulting in a
reduced analysis time to a few minutes for an area of a few square
centimeters. Relatively low laser power was applied (0.2 mJ) such that
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microscopic plasmas were formed. Delay times longer than 100 ns were
used for the best signal-to-background ratio. Under these conditions, ca. 2
ng of coating from a volume of 30 μπι in diameter and 2 μηι in depth was
vaporized. Analysis of coating coverage, coatweight distribution and 3D
distribution of various pigments of paper coating were achieved. The
method was shown to be useful for characterization of multilayer coating.
Elements such as Al, Si, Mg, Ca and C of the paper coating were detected
and monitored quantitatively by this method. [92]

14. SUMMARY
Considerable progress has been obtained during the last three years in
the field of LPS analysis. Progress is observed in both the academic research
and in applications. The basic research of LPS has been focused on detailed
investigation of the plasma formation and the various factors that affect the
overall analytical performance of the method. This includes temporal and
spatial resolutions, geometrical and optical effects and novel insight
obtained by combining two lasers at different wavelengths. Generally, it
seems that many research laboratories, all over the world, work in this field,
however, the achievements are not always known and implemented. A better
international collaboration seems useful for unification and application of
the current LPS know-how.
Some of the recently reported applications make a straightforward
extension of the current know-how, however, some applications can be
considered as true technological breakthroughs. The construction of portable
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units, remotely operated through optical fibers, opens this analytical field to
many new possible applications.
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